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Abstract
This practicum addresses the current lack of opportunities within Winnipeg for
residents to safely and easily travel fiom their neighbofioods, to the riverbank, river's
edge and even onto the river surface if they so choose. The study focuses on the south
end of the city, dong the Red River, in exploring the notion of developing the existing
inventory of publicly owned riverbank properties, as river access sites, Analysis of
existing opportunities, within the context of relevant design and site selection criteria,
lead to a recommended twenty (20) proposed river access sites within the study area.
Two of these sites were then selected for detaited design proposals, representing the
variety of sites found dong the Red River and demonstrating the potential of these
under-utilized properties. Relevant planning and design issues were researched and
distilled into sumrnary guidelines, which were applied to the two demonstration
sites through the design proposals. The resdt is two very distinct solutions to
increasing the physical connectivity between the river's edge and adjacent residential
neighborhoods and in turn, fostering a greater understanding, enjoyment and spiritual
awareness of river enviroments within our community.
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1.0 Introduction
A father and son sit on the river's edge, starhg at
the r i p of their jishing poles, enjoying ail that the river
environment hns io o f e r them They notice mer). bob und
wiggle of their mdr, as the wiji current plays with their
bait along the rnuddy river bottom. Shaded under a giant
cottomuood, they heur the gentle wind blowing thrvugh the
lemes high above and the cheeb soundr cf squinels
quarreling over a found nut. The pungent smell of
the sifr-laden water is familiar and comforiing and
atokes memonès of past afiemoorts spent at this same
"secret spot". They s q i h t t h q have corne for the big
channel catjish or tas9 sauger. but it doesn't matter ifthey
go home ernpty-handed, the spirit of the river brings them
back tirne and again.

Winnipeg is a city blessed with the abundant nature and
beauty of the rivers that nin through it. Their waters support ribbons
of green forest that meander through the hard urban landscape and

provide habitat and shelter for a multitude of plant and animal
species. Their watersheds collect the winter's melt and re-dismbute
vital moisture and nutrients as they flood their b a s , rejuvenating
the soils of the flood plain. Their movements and processes
illuminate both the raw power and delicate patterns of the naturai
world. They evoke the essence of nature: beautiful yet destructive,
endunng yet fragile, essential yet often overlooked.
It is only recently however, after decades of neglect, that
Winnipeggers have begun to value their rivers. Development near
the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers has shown that
our nvers are something to be celebrated and experienced by ail.
To date, much of the debate on river access development has
focused on the creatioo of publicly owned linear greenways dong
the city's waterways. This long-term vision will become viable
as riverbank properties are publicly acquired and consolidated and
as funds become available for development costs. It should be
noted however, that many ecologists and landscape architects are
beginning to question the over-engineered treatment of the river's
edge typically utilized on many greenway projects throughout North
America. (Snow, 1998 & Mitchell, 1999). While this treatment c m
certainly be justified for such visible and highiy used sites such as at
the Forks, the riparian ecology and natural aesthetic of Winnipeg's
rivers would be severely damaged if this were extended throughout
the city. Likewise, providing recreation opportunities throughout

Silt Beds
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the entire Iength of the river may be very positive for human use, but
may have a serious impact on the movemeat of species along this
important wildlife comdor. Any human intervention into what's left
of the riverbottom forest in Winnipeg, must therefore be evaluated
carefully to measure the ecological repercussions.
The challenge for Winnipeg stems partly from the original
system of surveying the a m by French settiers. In these early
setdernent times, land was partitioned into hundreds of long nmow
parcels oriented perpendicular to the river's edge. Over time, Street
patterns and parcel subdivisions confonned to this geometry,
leaving the majority of riverbank land ownership in private hands.
What was once intended to provide equal access to the nvers,
now restricts access for the majority of citizens. It will therefore
require many properties to be publicly purchased or expropriated
for a complete river greenway system to occur. Considering the
nghts of private property owners, together with the cunent budget
limitations of al1 three levels of goverment, it may be dezades
before Winnipeg's river greenway system reaches its fruition. In
the interim. there are still numerous opportunities to develop river
access, which could give Winnipeggers the chance to enjoy the
river environment within their residential neighborhoods on a more
immediate basis.

French Riveriots. Red Rivef Settlerrrn~
18 16. (Source: Anibisc & Dahl. 1975.)

Thus aises a second challenge: taking advantage of existing
public riverbank properties in providing not only for physicai and
visual access to the river environment, but also creating meanin@
and spintual connections between the river's edge and the adjacent
residential neighborhoods. The City currently owns approximately
35.4 kilometen or about 39% of the riverbank frontage along the
Red River alone. With the exce~tionof the Downtown Riverwalk

environment or adjacent residential cornmunities.
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Crescent Drise Park Boat Launch

1.l Access Sites
Sara Jane Greutzner, Project Coordinator. Calgary Urban
Parks, defines greenways as, "...corridors, places and spaces that
play a roie in connechg pmts of the city. Tirey have evolved
from the traditional puthway in a b e u r pank in& connections
that are consciously and predominantly orientcd to pedestrion a d
bicycle use." (DaweJ996). Utilizing the City's eUsting inventory

w
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of riverbank properties is a viable and reiatively cost effective means
of creating these '%on.nections" between residential neighborhoods
and the river's edge. The creation of a network of river access
sites dong the Red River, couid provide the key nodes from which
future linear connections could be made as fùnding and properties
become available. More importantly, there is great potential for
river access sites to act as doorways to the river for both adjacent
and surrounding neighborfiood residents. Conversely, the abundant
nature of the river comdor can be linked and extended to existing
and newly created naturai areas within neighborhoods, increasing
bio-diversity and allowing al1 citizens to experience nature in their
daily lives.

1.2 Study Area
This practicum focuses on an obvious yet often overlooked
opportunity, in examining the development potential of some of
the hundreds of under-utilized riverbank parcels, already publicly
owned in the form of parks, street ends and infrastructure rightof-ways. This study shail focus on the south end of Winnipeg,
dong both banks of the Red River between the South Perimeter
Highway and The Forks. Having this more concise sîudy area wiii
allow for greater clarity and manageability of the project, while still
representing the majority of issues found amongst other nverbank
properties throughout the city. As such, the exploration of design
and site selection issues relative to the study area can provide
the basis for fùrther study dong other riverbank sections of the
city. The intent is h t the content and suategies presented in
this study can be used by cornrnunity groups, governrnent officiais
and designers in developing river access and establishing greater
connectivity between W ' i p e g 's neighbortioods and its natural
riparian comdors. Such increased access opportunity can hopefully
foster a greater appreciation and environmental responsibility by
the public towards these important natural comdors and allow more
people to experience the delight of the river spirit within their own
neighborhood

Smdy Area

1.3 Defining River Access
In order to address the current lack of river access
opportiinities, it seems necessary that a more precise definition of
river access be articulated, that goes beyond the distant views from
upper banks that are currently being provided. Am Breen, founder
and CO-directorof the Waterfront Centre in Washington D.C. wntes,
"a key point o v e r d is the public's abw-tkeir n&lrt- to be able
to reach the water's ed'ge" (Breen, 1983). Surely the experience
of the river's edge is the key to river access, as any nature lover,
South Red RiverAccess Study:
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fisher or canoeist wouid attest. Therefore, for the purpose of this
study, the term river access shall describe the opportunity for aii
persons to visudly and physially travel €rom their rrsideatiaî
neighborhood to the riverbank, river's edge and even ont0 the
river surface if they so ch-.

1.4 Study Goal and Objectives
The goal of this study is to prornote and explore the notioa of
developing existing publicly owned riverbank properties throughout
Winnipeg, as a means to increasing the physical connectivity
between the river's edge and adjacent residential neighborhoods and
in turn, fostering a greater understanding, enjoyment and spirituai
awareness of river environments within Our community.

The study has the following objectives:
To explore the potential benefits of the devetopment of
neighborhood river access sites.
i)

Churchill Drive hic

To outline existing and potential river access opportunities
ii)
within the study area and recommend implementation strategies for
the creation of a network of neighborhood river access sites.
iii)
To examine the planning and design issues related to the
development of river access within Winnipeg and to present design
guidelines and suategies relevant to this development. This includes
the examination of the current literature and e n g i n e e ~ gstudies
pertaining to riverbank developrnent.
To demonstrate the potential of existing, yet under-utilized
iv)
public riverbank properties through a number of design proposais
that invoke physical, visual and spiritual comections between the
natural river edge and adjacent residential communities.

1.5 Methodology
Evolving out of an interest in riverbank activities and
involvemen t with the W i p e g Urban Sport Fishing Committee,
this study began with site exploration and photo inventory of al1 of
the 88 publicly owned rïvertiank properties within the study area. A
more thorough on-site investigation was camed out at the six case
study sites, three within Winnipeg and three within Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Analysis of these numerous sites revealed many of the
key issues and consideratioas relevant to riverbank development
that merited further research in the currently available literature.
Planning and design issues were furtber explored as they pertained

Toilers Park
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to the river as both a oatural and cultural landscape. From this
research, issues were distilled into critical design guidelines that
could be used for this and other riverbank development projects in
Winnipeg. Concumently, cnteria for site selection were developed
based upoa relevant literature and site observations. These criteria
led to a recommended network of river access sites h t could
potentially be developed to provide access for the majority of
residential neighbohoods adjacent to the Red River within the
study area. Two of these recomrnended sites were then selected for
detailed design solutions that could demonstrate the breadth of the
proposed guidelines and reveal the potential of these under used
properties.
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2.0 Riverbank Development
2.1 Winnipeg: A Historieril Link to its Rivers
Winnipeg is a city shaped and characterized by its
meandering rivers, both in its urban fonn and its natural features.
These powerful prairie rivers have carved their way across the
landscape for thousands of years shaping the landscape and
nourishing the soils with nuuient rich silt deposits. Early human
settlement focused on the banks of these rivers for transportation
purposes. as well as relying on their resources of water, fish and
forested banks for survivd. As the city developed, settlement
patterns and urban f o m responded to the rivers, both in the division
of land dong the riverbanks, and in the transportation routes that
follow the historicd uaiis established by First Nations peoples and
fur traders alone the rivers.
The French system of parallel river lots became the basic
unit of settlement, just as it had in eastem Canada. However,
because of the meandering fonn of the rivers, parallel sets of river
lots were laid out in various blocks or "parishes" at different angles
corresponding to the river's forrn. As settlement increased and land
was further su&divided, the grid Street patterns now seen throughout
much of the city evolved from these early surveyed patterns. In
many cases, the points where these streets meet the river have
remained as undeveloped public property or as infrastructure rightof-ways. In addition, many of W ' i p e g ' s present thoroughfares
have evolved from the old trading routes dong the river's edge.
Maps dating back to as early as 1815, indicate trading routes
along the Red and Assiniboine Rivers that correspond with today's
Portage Avenue and Main Street. By 1870, archival maps also show
trading routes in the south end of the city, that have become the
present day Pembina Highway, St. Mary's Road and St. Anne's
Road (Artibise and Dahl, 1975)).

Winnipeg S m i Grids. 189 1.
(Source: Anibise & Dahl. 1975.)

River properties for residential land use have been highly
regarded for decades and dweliings on streets such as Wellington
Crescent and Kildonan Drive are some of the most prestigious and
sooght after in the city. Ln the south end, River Road, Victoria
Crescent, Kilkenny Drive and Kingston Row are also some of the
most highly revered properties due to their proximity to the Red
River and its lush riverbank trees.
Visionary city forefathers saw the potential of riverbank
properties for public park development and acquired a number

Mcroria c r e ~pperty
~~~t
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of properties that are today cherished recreation areas for

Winnipeggers. These include Lyndale Drive Park (1895), Kildonan
Park (1910). St. Vital Park (1929), Churchill Drive Park (1942),
and Kings Park, Maple Grove Park and Crescent Drive Park al1 in
the 1960's. (MacDonald. 1995). Despite the development of these
parks, there was stili relatively little in the way of public access to
the Red River.
It is really only in the 1 s t 30 years that the general public has
corne to demand access to the city's rivers. The Canada/ Manitoba
Agreement for Recreation and Conservation on the Red River,
(ARC Agreement) and its master plan in the 1970's have guided
development at the Forks, Assiniboine Riverwaik, Tache Promenade
and the future North Winnipeg Comdor (Le. Red River Corridor
prepared by the Manitoba Association of Landscape Architects).
These projects have served to reacquaiot Winnipeg's citizenship
with its rivers and have fostered a growing demand for access to
river related activities (i.e. canoeing, rowing, fishing, nature trails,
river viewing areas). However, most citizens must stili travel from
across the city to experience these river and riverbank activities.
More recently, plans for further lineal greenways have been unveiled
that would link the Forks to Churchill Drive and Assiniboine Park,
while the long term vision is for continuous greenways dong a i l
segments of the city's rivers.

A.R.C .Agreenient mas^ Plan.
(Source:A.R.C Management Board 1980)

Further interest in the city's rivea has been displayed
through "Winnipeg Leisure Study" s w e y results. Compiled
over a five year penod between 1991 and 1996, the survey of
Winnipeggers revealed that 'parks alor?g rivers and creeks" and
"nature parks" are two of the most vaiued recreation services
available to Winnipeggers. (Parks and Recreation Department.
1991- 1996). A similar survey related to shore fishing indicated
that if better and safer access oppommities were available, many
more people would use the banks of Winnipeg's rivers for fishing
(Province of Manitoba, Fishenes Branch, 1995 ).
In addition, public input for "Plan Winnipeg", the City's
preeminent planning policy document has also revealed the
importance that the citizens of Winnipeg place on their rivers. The
most recent version is to be released in the surnmer of 2000, after
over a year of renewed public consultation. "Plan Winnipeg.. .
2020 Vkiori ",presen ts several policy statements intended to shape
the future development of the city including:
"The City strall pmmote the use of ils rivers and nverbanks
by facicüating public access tb rivers and nverbank Iruids rurd

The Forks Market and Marina (Source;
ï a d s a p c Architectural Review, May,
1992).
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encouraging the use of Winnipeg's n'vers for hrursportation a d
recrearion thruugh the provision of boaî faunches, docks and
The plan aiso designates
other accessibility împmvemenfs
environmentally sensitive and significant lands, many of which are
riverbank properties, to encourage the protection and preservation
of these lands.

".

2.2 Economic Benefits of Riverbank Development
The development of existing City properties could involve
smaller scaie interventions into the riverbottom forest, providing
river access oppominities for adjacent neighbottiood communities,
while rninirnizing many of the negative costs. Because the City
already owns an abundance of sites dong both sides of the Red
River, including parks, bridges and infrastructure right-of-ways, this
approach would aot require costly property acquisitions. Many of
these existing sites already have some bank stabilization treatment
in place, while other smaller sites would not require as extensive
riverbank stabilization and development costs as with larger more
lineal properties. Such small-sale sites may also serve as test
projects to demonstrate the potential of bio-engineering stabilization
methods, as opposed to traditional hard engineering solutions.
Smaller projects can be more manageable and would be more likely
embraced by neighborhood groups or conservation clubs, in terrns
of volunteer efforts and community fundraising. Also of note, it
has been demonstrated in numerous cities that properties Iocated
near green space are in higher demand, thus enhancing property
values and increasing the local tax revenues, (Dawe,1996). These
increased revenues could therefore be used as a justification for
development and maintenance costs.

Suburban and ex-urban sprawl have reached a critical
point in Winnipeg, as families migrate away from established
neighborhoods, increasing infiastructure and servicing costs while
reducing the overall assessrnent base. Studies have shown that
by providing opportunities for people to experience nature within
their neighborhood, the subsequent improved quality of life reduces
the desire for some people to move to the edges of cities, (Lanarc
Consultants. 1996). Providing access to rivers and nature within
neighborhoods could be a valuable meaas of attracting and keeping
farnilies in established neighborhoods and potentiaily reducing
sprawl and its negative costs. Also, by having more recreation
activities close to home, Wimipeggers could spend significantly
less time, money and fuel in reaching their leisure destinations, than
the ty pical trips to lake country.

SL Viral Bridge

Ernie O'Dowâa Park
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Local tounsm could aiso benefit from the m e r development
of river access sites within the city lïmits. Resently, the Wùinipeg
Utban Sport Fishing Cornmittee and Provincial Fishenes Branch
are looking to improve access to Winnipeg's rivers for fishing,
with increased tourism k i n g one of several key factors. Attracting
people to the "world class" fishery within the city could be
one more reason for tourists to choose Winnipeg as their travel
destination. With the sport fishing industry already bringing some
$90- 150 million to the Manitoba economy, the development of river
access for fishing could be very beneficial to W ' i p e g ' s economy.
Increased access to Winnipeg's rivers by its' citizens could also have
other associated econornic benefits. By providing access for such
activities as shore fishing and canoeing, it has been found that more
people locally take part in the activities, and subsequentiy sales at
tackle shops and sporting goods stores show increases. (Gordon,
1983). Finally, the iife benefits of increased river access could also
help entice more businesses to the city, as quality of life is a major
criterion companies and individuals use in selecting cities in which
to establish their businesses, (Dawe, 19%).

2.3 Environmental Benefits
On an ecological basis, existing public riverbank sites could
be preserved or restored as natural "patches" within the river
comdor system, creating diverse islands of nature dong the hard
edges of neighborhoods. Once this network of river access sites
was in place, linear connections could be made between them dong
the river comdor, as properties are acquired and as the impact on the
s
also extend
riparian ecology was assessed. These c o ~ e c t i o ncould
away from the river, to natural areas further into neighborhoods,
including nature found on private properties. By encouraging
a more complex network of natural areas, more diverse habitat,
greater bio-diversity and a richer movement of species becomes
possible, (Forman and Godron, 1986). in addition, having local
access to such activities as fishing, canoeing and nature watching
can result in considerable savings in energy resources and fuel.
Rather than a trip out of town, the city dweller could walk, cycle
or bus to the nearest river access location. lncreased access to
nature is also vitai for environmental education programs, as well
as promoting a higher level of environmental consciousness in Our
society. Environmental education programs are becoming more
and more important to W ' i p e g ' s schools as evidenced by their
requirement within the science curriculum for many Elementary and
Junior High schools. Limited access to the city's rivers has restricted
the study of riparian ecology within these programs. increased
South Red RiverAccess Study :
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river access c m provide an inexpensive means for teachers to bring
their students in contact with one of the most diverse ecological
comrnunities on the prairies. This exploration of nature can also
take place at a family level, further promoting an understanding,
appreciation and hopefully a reverence for natural systems within
the urban context.

2.4 Community Benefits
Numerous cornmunity benefits can occur with increased
access to Winnipeg's rivers. "The Winnipeg Leisure Study"
and related "Urban Fishing Survq." showed that people were
more likely to take part in activities such as shore fishing and
nature exploration if the river was more accessible. River access
can provide families with the opportunity to take part in these
inexpensive recreation activities, while remaining close to home.
By making these leisure activities more available and as more
people take part, the general health of the community can be
increased. What's more, family activities such as shore fishing
have been shown to promote closer family ties and contribute to
a reduction in crime and increased awareness of the environment
arnong youth (Gordon,1983). It has also k e n found that access
to urban shore fishing and other river related activities is a way to
instill confidence in the disabled, a sense of achievement among the
elderly, and respect for nature arnong urban youth, (Marolf. 1984).
The development of river access sites could have a strong
community component in their design and implementation. By
involving members of the community directly in the design,
development and even construction processes, greater community
spirit can be established as people work together to improve their
neighborhoods for present and future generations. In addition,
greenspace such as river access tend to become identifiable places
within the community. places for community interaction and
contribute to a sense of c&nmunity identity, (Lanarc Consultants
Ltd., 1995).
Finally, activities and expenences at the river's edge,
(whether they be casting a rod, paddling a came or watching the
fish jump), c m alter the way that we perceive the natural world
and human impact upon it. As more and more individuals become
aware of their relationship to the natural world, that awareness can
be translated to a community level, effecting community values and
actions. Perhaps one day, a greater understanding and value of Our
place within nature, will lead to an urban environment that is more

Brown Buiihead
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2.5 Relevant Case Studies
In order for each river access project to reach its full
potentiai, it is imperative that those involved understand the
complexity of issues associated with such an endeavor. In doing
so, it is possible to learn from past successes and fadures and
to challenge conventional approaches to riverbank development.
This chapter examines severai relevant case studies to demonstrate
some of the positive and negative a h b u t e s of current riverbank
development practices.
The following case studies are the result of on-site
investigation of a nurnber of river access projects in both Winnipeg,
Manitoba and Minneapolis, Minnesota. These projects have k e n
chosen as they demonstrate several different successes and fadures
for providing river access in a "inter city" environment. The three
Winnipeg projects exarnined represent the first steps in bringing the
city's rivers back to its citizens through a linear parkway system
that concentrates on the urban core. The selected Minneapolis
projects demonstrate a different approach, in developing river access
throughout the city, making the edges of its many rivers, lakes
and creeks accessible to as many neighborhoods and citizens as
possible.

2.5.1 Tache Promenade: Winnipeg, Manitoba
The development of the Tache Promenade in St. Boniface
was a direct result of the 1981 ARC Master Development Plan.
The objective of the project was "to provide a physical link
between the Red River and St. Boniface and to provide a significant
opportunity for visitors to appreciate the historie, cultural and
recreational resources of St. Boniface," (Hester, 1985). The project
was officially opened by Queen Elizebath II in October 1984
and was the culmination of over two years of planning and
design by Underwood McLeUan Ltd, (presently UMA Ltd.). The
interdisciplinary nature of the consulting firm allowed for a design
team composed of planners, landscape architects, and architects, as
well as geologicai, structurai and electrical engineers. The project
includes the development of a boat dock/ river access facility on the
Red River, with a stairway and access ramp leading up the nverbank
on axis to the St. Boniface Basilica. The stairway also connects
to a promenade dong Rue Tache, which includes streetscaping
work and interpretive signage that strengthen connections to the
surrounding neighborhood.
q

Tache Promaiade
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This project offers several lessons for future river access
development. Firstly, by involving the cornmuaity in the design
proçess, the project was successful in meeting the needs of the
neighborhood and gaining comrnunity acceptance. Pathways lead
tourists and residents alike from the swrounding neighborhood into
the river environment, while educating them on this historic area of
Winnipeg. In addition, the design limits intervention of the river's
edge to the main dock facility, keeping pedestrian traffic at Street
level. thus maintainhg much of the river edge vegetation. The boat
dock is heavily engineered, using pre-cast concrete piles and a riprap toe berm to stabilize the bank and is designed to be below spnng
flood levels in order to minimize ice damage. This consideration of
the dynamic forces of the river is critical to the project's success,
however very linle has been done to demonstrate these processes
to the user. The project is also lacking in its' planthg scheme,
using Iirnited numbers of ornamental species, with little attention to
native nverbank plantings. Nonetheless, the project provides one
of the only places in the city where a tme comection has been
created between the river environment and its adjacent residential
neighborhood.

Tacbe Pronienade River Ac&
Boat Dock.

2.5.2 The Forks: Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Forks, located at the junction of the Red and Assiniboine
Rivers, was also developed as a result of the 1981 ARC Master
Development Plan for the Red River. Its intention was to be a
meeting place that provides an "attractive park setting in which
to describe the historical significance of the site as the beginning
of the city and the gateway to the west," (Dickson, 1983). The
project was designed in 1988by Architects Cohlmeyer, Hanson and
Associates, with Cynthia Cohimeyer as project Landscape Architect
and the firm of Hilderman, Witty, Crosby, Hama and Associates as
Landscape Architect Technicd Advisors. The focus of the 38 acre
site is the plaza area defined by three refurbished railway buildings
and offering views to the historic river junction. The plaza features
a tende tent structure and artificial ice rink, a pavilion, and a lower
plaza that descends into an amphitheater. The amphitheater uses
the river as its backdrop, and provides access to a boating basin
with lighthouse, as well as the popular Riverwalk. This pedestrian
and cycling thoroughfare follows the edge of the two rivers around
the Forks site and provides a linkage with the Legislative grounds
via the Assiniboine Riverwalk. The design of these features creates
access to the rivers for large numbers of people and has become the
focal point of Winnipeg.

The Forks Marina
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The success of the project lies in three urban design
strategies implemented by the designers. Firstly, the histoncal
richness of the site is expressed throughout the design, making its
history readily available and readable for al1 who visit. Second.
the project represents a successful blending of wban and natural
environments. Thus, the design allows a strong architectural
composition to overlap with a site sensitive response to the river and
its' native vegetation. ThirdIy, the detailing expressed in the project
allows for the creation of mernorable experiences at the site. From
paving patterns, light fixtures, and seating to the selection of native
riverbank plant species, the selection and detailing of materials is
vitai to the project. This approach is best described through the
words of the architect, Stephen Cohlmeyer when he writes, '<the
urban environment is seen and remembered at the level of detail."
(Cohlmeyer, 1992).

ï h e k r k s River Access.
(opposite Tache Pronienade)

2.53 Assiniboine Riverwalk: Winnipeg, Manitoba
The Assiniboine Riverwak, designed by Scatliffe and Rech
Landscape Architects Inc. in 1990 is a linear parkway that links The
Forks with the Manitoba Legislative Grounds dong the Assiniboine
River. Along its length, the walkway provides access to the
river from the adjacent downtown by way of a number of direct
access points. These access nodes include the Legislative Grounds,
Kennedy Street, McFayden Park, Donald Street and Bonneycastle
Park. The Legislative Grounds access features a grand staircase on
axis with the Legislature Building, which descends to a riverside
circular plaza and boat dock. At Kennedy Street, a small fountain
and river lookout serve as a gateway to a small staircase that leads
to the river. In McFayden Park a smaU sueet front enuy takes
one through a neighborhood playground to a river lookout and stair
access down the bank to the river. The Donald Street access uses
a serpentine wheelchair accessible pathway to bring people to the
river. Bonneycastle Park, the largest of the river entries, is a large
urban park that links the downtown to the river. Here, the designers
use a very architectural vocabulary to create a plaza with sculptural
fountain and an outdwr theatre with a uniquely detailed backdrop
structure, while still maintainhg the natural feeling of the river
environment.
The main achievement of this project is derived from the
similar detailing, choice of matenals and use of both native and
introduced plantings that gives a consistency over its entire 1.5
kilometer length. The use of limestone in b t h refined and rough
textures ties the project to its rwts in the Manitoba landscape.
Unique urban design features help to bring a part of the city fabric

Bomeycastle Park Access- Concept Plan.
(Source: Scarlüie & Rech. 1990)
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to the rivers edge, without overpowering the nahuai environment.
The attention to planting detail shows an understanding of native
riverbank species, with introduced species added for coior and
interest. The entire Rivemalk is designed to withstand the stresses
of yearly spring flooding, making the rivers' processes more visible
to the public. The rivers' edge has been stabilized using lunestone
rip-rap and geo-textile fabric, which protects the bank but aiso
prevents the growth of shoreline vegetation. Some ecologists have
raised concem about the future impact to the riparian ecology if
such an approach were used throughout the city. However, this
approach is much more site sensitive than typical bank stabilization
methods as it preserves the majority of the riverba.uk vegetation
and limits intervention to the river edge. In addition, it has been
found that the rock fiIl which foms the base of the Riverwalk, has
improved fish habitat in terms of food, shelter and breeding, (Clark
et ai, 1987). Overall, the Assiniboine Riverwalk is a g d example
of the benefits that can be achieved by connecting the urban and
river environments.

Assiniboine Rive&

2.5.4 Boom Island Park: Min~~eapoüs,
Minnesota
Located near downtown Minneapolis and designed by the
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Boom Island Park
provides public open space and access to the Mississippi River.
Several pedestrian e n m c e s to the site are located at public rightof-ways that occur at streets ending adjacent to the park. The upper
floodplain of the park incorporates prairie restoration areas and
native plantings dong with educational signage. The rest of the site
is made up prirnarily of turf areas mixed with specimen trees and
shmb beds. Other site amenities include picnic facilities, public
parking and washrooms, as weli as riverbank access for fishing,
canoeing and river watching. The river shoreline of the park has
been drarnatically altered to prevent erosion, mainly through the use
of limestone rïp-rap. This method appears to be highly effective
in limiting wave and current induced erosion, but at the cost of
eliminating al1 vegetation from the shoreline. The riprap is also
a difficult surface to traverse for anyone wanting to get closer
to the river for recreation activities. The most significant design
feature of the park is a river promenade and access area covering
approximately 50 metres of shoreline. The design incorporates a
concrete river edge walkway interspersed with native planting beds.
Ornamental railings are set at heights that allow for shore fishing,
while providing a safety bamier from the strong Mississippi current.
In addition, one section of the promenade descends down a series of
steps to allow for river access for came launching.

Boom Island Park. MinneapolisRiverhot Romnade
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Boom Island Park has a number of positive attributes,wtiich
could be considered for ottiet river developments. Firsdy, the use
of native tree, shmb and herbaceous plant material along with
educational signage, is vital to r e s t o ~ gan understanding and
respect for the river environment. The native prairie areas are
maintained both by periodic mowing and by burning to demonstrate
and emulate the processes that were fonnerly provided by buffalo
and fire. Second, the design of the river promenade not only brings
the user to the river, but also considers the activities that they will
be taking part in at the river. Thus, an obvious understanding of
what is involved in such activities as shore fishing and canoeing
is evident in the design. The multi-use programming of the site
also helps to bnng the community together in a place where the
river environment can be celebrated. Most significantly, the strong
connections between the site and the adjacent neighbortiood have
allowed the site to become a meeting place and an integral part of
the community.

Boom Island Pak MinnqmlisEducaOonai Signage

2.5.5 Brooklyn Centre Pier: Mhneapolis Minnesota
Brooklyn Centre Fishing Pier was designed by the Bureau
of Engineering Section of the Minnesota Department of Nanirat
Resources in 1993. It is located dong a narrow md unused stretch
of land north of downtown Minneapolis, between the Mississippi
River and Interstate 94. The site is reached by way of a grave1
road that l a d s from the interstate to a new 10 car parking lot near
the river. From the lot it is a short 40 metre walk along a wheelchair
accessible pathway to a pre-cast concrete fishing pier. Designed
almost exclusively for shore fishing, anglers have the option of
using a concrete pad dong the river's edge or the pier, which
extends some 16 metres out ont0 the river. The pier is designed
to remah above spring flooding levels, therefore k i n g subjected
to the stresses of ice and current flows. It is constructed of a
pre-cast concrete double tee slab set on four 30 foot deep cast in
place pilings. While k i n g heavily engineered, it does offer some
interesting detailing. The safety rails have a 2" by 12" wooden
top plate with holes drilled dong their Iength, offering holders for
fishing rods. Also, at the end of the pier, a rip-rap fish habitat
enhancernent structure has k e n constmcted to attract fish.
The successes of this project are limited however, pnmady
due to a poor site location and hard design approach. The Interstate
separates the site from any nearby residential areas, preventing any
pedestrian access and making the site feel remote and unsafe. This
separation limits the numbers of users and gives the site no sense
of ownership. As a resuk, signs of vandalism and drinking paaies

B m k i y n Centre Ftshing Pier'
Minwapolis. Minnesota
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Brooklyn Cenue Fishing Pier- Section
Drawinp. (Source: Minnesota D c p m m t
of Natural Reçourœs. 1993.)
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are apparent at the site. The heavily engineered design of the pier
is necessary to deal with the river's forces, but little other attention
was given to soften the design with detailing or plantings. As such,
the project has become an uncomfortabte environment for fishing or
any other use.

2.5.6 Lake Minnetonka Shore Fishing Site:
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Lake Minnetonka is one of hundreds of small lakes found
among the residential communities of Minneapolis. In 1993,
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources designed and
constnicted a small shore fishing access dong a bridge right-ofway near a narrow channel of the lake. Entry to the site is gaiaed
from a side road next to the bridge and is indicated by a decorative
sign that also outlines local fish species. A smaii parking lot has
been built for eleven cars, one wheelchair vehicle and two portable
toilets. From the parking lot, a wheelchair accessible asphait path
leads to the lake edge and the shore fishing area. Here large
rectangular lirnestone quarry Stones have been salvaged from a
nearby abandoned quany to provide a solid edging material. The
boulders are stepped down into the lake to allow for better access
to the water for retneving fish. Three native basswoods have b e n
planted to provide shade for site users.
Although modest in cost and xaie, the Lake Mimetonka
Shore Fishing Site is a good example of what can be accomplished
in terms of low impact access development. Making use of existing
city property. the site is within wdking and cycling distance for a
large number of area residents. The site also provides the basic
arnenities of parking and washrooms, and is located across the Street
from a local gas station where bait, tackle and refreshments are
available. As a result of this foresight in planning, the project is
both accessible and usable to the community. The use of indigenous
Stone and plant materiais contribute to a sense of place and a
connection to the landscape of the area.

Lake Miawwnka. S b Fishing S i e
Minacapoh M i t a

Lake Mimetonka Shore Fishing SiieTypical ktion. (Soum: Minnesota
Departmnt of Narurai Resources.
1993.)

Lake Minetonka Sbore Fishing SiteRiver Access Plan.
(Source:Minnesota Deparmient of
Naairal Resources, 1993).
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3.0 Design Issues and Summary
Guidelines
This chapter deals with many of the relevant design issues
that are deemed integral to the creation of river access within the
context of Winnipeg. The first section outlines the Natural Resource
Issues, or those relative to the natural landscape, while the second
section outlines the Cultural Resource Issues, or the issues that relate
to human or cultural aspects of nver access development. Each
issue will be outlined as it pertains to the W ' i p e g region and will
be followed by sumrnary guidelines for design and developrnent.

NI of the recommended guidelines represent key issues and
strategies that should be exploreci in every river access development.
However, each site is di£ferent within its own context and it is
acceptable that not all of these guidelines can be applied to every
project. It is likely that tfirougb a comprehensive analysis of each
site. certain opportunities and constraints wili present themselves
that illuminate which guideliaes are most appropriate and crucial
for that context. Other guidelines may take on a secondary role in
the project, while in stili other instances, certain guidelines rnay be
deemed inappropriate. The challenge for designers is to address
the intent of these guidelines in finding appropriate design solutions
that reflect the spirit of the river experience.

3.1 Natural Resourrie Issues
This section outlines the design and planning issues for nver
access development that are related to the naturaJ resources of the
Red River in W ' i p e g . These issues, in conjunction with cultural
resource issues, are the key determinaats that will influence decision
making for site selection and detailed design for this project, and are
key factors in any river access development.
3.1.1 Red River Hydrology
The Red River is perhaps the most influential and powerfuily

occumng naturd force shaping the landscape of much of southem
Manitoba. As such, an understanding of the hydrology of the river
system is necessary for any design intervention within this river
environment to be successful. The Red River within Winnipeg
comprises only a small fraction of the overall drainage basin,
which also includes the Assiniboine River plus numerous tributaries
and smailer rivers and strearns. The total drainage area exceeds
290,000 square kilometres and includes much of the prairie regions
of southem Manitoba, southeasteni Saskatchewan, North Dakota,

Meaodcriog Channel Hydrology. (Source:
Minnesota Depannicar of Nacurai
R e s m ~ r c t "Sucambaak
s
Erosion", 199 1).
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as well as northem South Dakota and northwestem Minnesota.
(Wardrop, 1991).
Water levels within Winnipeg are influenced by the Lockport
Control Dam and the Red River Floodway. From the end of spring
runoff until the end of Oçtober, water level are regulated to Elevation
223.7 metres (734'), while ice levels for winter are controlled at
Elevations 22 1.3 to 22 1.9 metres (726-728'). (Hildennan, 1980).
The fiow of the Red River and its' tributaries is dominated by spring
runoff. Typically, large amounts of açcwnuiated winter snowfall
in combination with spring rains have been responsible for severe
spring flooding. Other factors include high autumn precipitation,
followed by an early and continuous freeze before snowfalI, a late
and sudden spring thaw and the back up of river flow caused by
ice iams. Surnmer fioods caused bv intense Storm events are also
common and can result in as much as 3 mette rises in normal river
levels.
u

-

Structures,pathways, plantings and other design components
must be able to withstand the intense currents of the inevitable
spring and surnrner floods and the debris that they carry. The
incredible force of spring ice flows, some of it 3 to 4 feet thick,
must also be recognized in any design solution. Normally, spring
ice break occurs as river flows increase water levels to 226.8 metres
(744'). The river ice mass tends to rise vertically as a solid sheet,
breaking up and continuing downsueam. Trees, bridges and the
banks themselves are al1 subject to this force and d l riverbank
facilities must be designed to withstand potential ice damage. Even
durhg normal river level conditions, the natural hydraulic forces of
the river act upon the riverbank soils, continuing the ever-changing
meandering pattern.

Riverbank hiiure. SL Vital ~ ; a k

Guideline 1- Design of river access sites must recognize, ded
with und cekbrute the hydroiogy of the rivet, including chunges in
water b e l s , the dynanrks of bothjboding and regulor tiverjbws,
as well as the impact of icejhvs anà debns on the n'vedank.
3.1.2 Erosion and Bank Failure
It is estimated that approximately 95% of Winnipeg's
riverbanks are unstable, (Baracos et al, 1988), which c m be
significantIy attributed to the nature of the soi1 of the region. The
City of Winnipeg, Waterways Branch has recently estimated that
it would cost $34.1 million to stabilize and protect the existing
inventory of City property on the Red River alone, (City of
South Red RiverAccess Study:
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Winnipeg,Waterways Branch, 2000).
The outside bends or concave sections of the Red River tend
to exhibit glaciolacustrine ciay deposits, which are weak and highiy
plastic. These banks are typically subject to failure where massive
sections of the bank slide into the river channel. Riverba.uk failures
are deep-seated extendingl2 to 15 rnetres below ground level and in
some cases over 80 metres from the river's edge. The main factors
influencing riverbank failure include the natural hydraulics of the
river, high groundwater levels and progressive soil weakening.
Meanwhile, inside bends or convex sections of the river tend
to consist of alluvial silt deposits, which exhibit a higher strength
than glaciolacustrine clays and can maintain a steeper gradient.
These banks are subject to erosion whereby shallow sec5ons of
the bank face are undercut (toe erosion) and slip into the river.
The key causes controllhg erosion include river hydraulics. wave
action, freezehhaw and precipitation, (City of Winnipeg, Watenways
Branch, 2000). Boat trafffic plays a key role in these erosion and
failure activities as wave action (especiaily during summer high
water levels), erodes the toe and exposed surfaces of the bank,
causing significant loss amongst riverbank properties. This problem
is most evident adjacent to the city's boat launches in Maple Grove
Park, St. Vital Park, Crescent Drive Park, where huge sections of
riverbank have peeled away into the river, due to constant exposure
to these wave action forces.

Crescent Drive P-QL erosioa

Guidehe 2- Des@ of n'ver access sites must address the multitude
of forces that act upon the riverbank, both in m i n i m a g the
effects of erosion and foilures and in educating the public on the
dynamies of these naturd n'ver fonies.

3.1.3 Riverbank Stabilization and Erosion Control Techniques

Considering the numerous and complex factors that
contribute to the instability and potential failure and erosion of
the Red River's banks, an understanding of cument stabilization
techniques is necessary for the development of riverbank access.
Each site is different in terms of the erosion factors acting upon
it, as well as in the resistance qualities of the nverbank. Prior to
design, a complete geo-technical study shodd be obtained in order
to determine the existing condition of the bank, dong with technical
data such as shear strength of soils, soil stratigraphy, groundwater
conditions and depths to till and bedrock. This information caa help
to identify what the causes or potential causes of bank instability
are, as well as guide the design of stabilization and erosion control

Churchill Drive Park msion
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measures.

In general, current engineering practice within Winnipeg
concentrates on the use of "hard engineering" techniques that utilize
hard construction materials such as Stone or steel to resist the erosive
forces and shear stresses acting on a riverbank. For outside bends
subject to deepseated failwes, installations of shear keys, granular
ribs or rock filled caissons are used. These methods provide a
"buttress" dong the lower portion of the bank. preventing the bank
from failing into the waterway by providing higher mass density
and frictionai resistance than the weak clay soils. For inside
bends subject to toe erosion, np-rap erosion protection is utilized
to shield the alluvial soils from the forces of the river. in d l
cases associated with these techniques, additional works such as
riverbank re-grading, drainage improvements and re-vegetation are
used, (City of Wiinipeg, Waterways Branch, 2000).
However, these "hard solutions tend to create significant
disturbances of the plant and animal comrnunities of the riverbank
environment, both in the short and long term. In many cases, the
impact of these solutions is such that al1 of the identifiable features
of a natural riverbank forest have been elirninated. Conversely,
the introduction of hard material such as riprap does provide the
structure required by many fish species for feeding, spawning and
shelter frorn currents. A summary of several hard techniques can
be found in Appendix A. The use of artiticial reef structures to
reduce wave action forces on the riverbanks seems appropnate, but
has yet to be senously tested as an erosion control method within
Winnipeg.

Riprap erosioo controlTypical section. (Source:
City of Winnipeg. Waterways Braocb. 2000.)

I
Shear Key -Typical section.
(Source:City of Wînnipeg,
Wa[erways Brancb 2000.)

i n contrast, bioengineering techniques use living vegetation
to stabilize nverbanks. Schiechti's book, Bioengineering for Land
Reclamation and Conservation, represents a very comprehensive
look at these more natural approaches to river and Stream bank
stabilization currently k i n g implemented in Europe. This approach
is currently being tested on a section of Sturgeon Creek near
Ness Avenue, but has yet to be tried on the larger and more
powerful rivers like the Red and Assiniboine. Perhaps the most
appropriate approach to bank stabilization in Winnipeg would
involve a combination of îhese hard and bioengineering techniques.
In this way the natural environment and aesthetic of the river c m be
preserved and restored, while ensuring the protection of property.
A summary of bioengineering techniques can be found in Appendix
A.
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GuideLine 3

- Rivethmk stcrbükzathn mdIiods must mini*

theit disturbance of naturd vegetaljon and must Ce integrol to the
aesthetic and expression of the o v d site design, m î k r tltrrn a
functionol afleflhought.
Guideiïne 4

- Whereverfeasibk, dernate methmis of riverbank

stubikï~oh~on
should be tested anà used as a pori of river access
deveCopment projects, includihg b~engineenngtechniques and
arfrpcial reef stnrctuns.
3.1.4 Riparian Ecology and the Riverbottom Forest
The plant and animal communities along the banks of the
Red River are pertiaps the most biologicaiiy diverse in Winnipeg.
Here, the nver and its nmow band of riverbottom forest acts as a
vital comdor within the city for the migration of plant and animal
species. As one moves along and up the banks of the river, changes

in moisture levels, nutrients, soils, light and temperature conditions
contribute to a nchness in habitat and species diversity. In addition,
the river's current and periodic flooding transfer vast amounts
of nutrients to the nparian and riverbottom forest cornrnunities,
sustaining a very complex and extensive energy cycle. Having such
complex communities of trees, shnibs and herbs within an urban
area helps to stabilize the nver banks, entraps sediment, absorbs
pollutants from overland runoff and provides food and shelter for
fish and wildlife, (Leedy et al., 1981).

Each species found dong the river's banks has adapted to
its own particular set of conditions that has allowed it to survive
and thrive. At the river's edge, the bank willow community with
its peach-leaf and sand bar willows, dogwoods and annual grasses,
thrive as pioneer species, establishing themselves on the recently
deposited sediment bars. Further up the bank, the riverbottom forest
community is dominated by plains cottonwood, arnerican e h ,
green and black ash, basswood, manitoba maple, wilIow species
and redosier dogwood. These species have adapted to withstand
annual spring and occasional summer flooding conditions. Still
higher up the bank, the riverbottom forest merges with the bur
oak- aspen and ta11 grass prairie communities. Here, plants less
adapted to withstand flooding take advantage of higher ground and
dner conditions. Trees dominating these communities are bur oak,
trembling aspen and baisam poplar, while s h b species include
snowberry, nannyberry, dogwood, saskatwns, wild grape and
virginia creeper, (Cohlmeyer, 1992). Herbaceous species include
stinging nettle, mint, asters, goldemod, anemone and numerous
prairie grasses. In addition, these riverbank communities provide

Typical Ri&&
Secrion
Sketch by author
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habitat for white- tail deer, baver, rabbits squirrels, fox, muscrats
and over fifty types of birds, (Platford, 1998).
Notwithstanding this rich species diversity, human
intervention has dramatically modified the composition of the
riverbottom forest in Wnnipeg. Early settlers used trees as lwnber
and fuel to such an extent that by the mid 1 8 0 0 ' ~the
~ river's
banks were virtually devoid of trees. Today, aithough much of
the riverbottom forest has regenerated, its long-terni survival is
still threatened. Commercial, residential and even recmtional
development, together witb current bank stabiiization techniques, all
continue to elirninate riverbank vegetation. Flood control measures
and altered drainage patterns deprive the plant cornmunitiesof water
and rejuvenating sediments. These flood control rneasures combined
with current fire control policies, have allowed dogwood and willow
to establish as dense shnib layers, inhibiting the regeneration of
basswoods, elms and cottonwoods. Also, Dutch Elm Disease
continues to take its toll on the american elm population both
dong the nver and within the urban neighborhoods. IC is therefore
crucial that future riverbank development protects what is left of
the riverbottom forest and restores new areas where possible to
ensure that future generations can benefit fmm their recreation and
education opportunities.

'Monkey T
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Guideline 5 - In the development of river access sites, cvcy ego*
must be made to preserve existing native vegetatron and to restore
new areas through nahrroliZcLtion techniques.
Guideline 6 - New plantUlgs on nover mcess d e s shouüï be
selected fiom native species a&pted to those specific conàithns,
in order to increase suniivability a d to maiwbin and impmve the
regional iden* and natuml aesthetk of the herboliom forest.
3.15 Landscape Ecolosy Principles

Landscape ecology provides a spatial language from which
to describe and anaiyze how a heterogeneous combination of
ecosystems are structured, function and change, (Forman & Godron,
1986).The concepts of patches, edges, comdors and mamxes found
within landscape and community ecolagy can be applied to restore
areas dong the Red River and contribute towards self-sustaining
communities, with maximum species and habitat diversity. In using
these principles, designers of riverbank access projects can cmate
rich natural areas that fit in with the larger regional landscape and
exemplify the spirit and aesthetic of the prairie river environment.

L / O

Conocctïvïty betaneo nver comdor patcbes
Sketch by autbor
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The ecology of the prairie and riverbottom forests
comrnunities in Winnipeg has been severely altered due to human
intervention and uhanization. What is left is a nmow and often
fragmented band of forest ninning along the banks of the river,
providing a corridor through the city that Li& to larger and more
diverse patches to the north and south of the city limits. Within the
city lirnits there are a few sparse connections between this comdor
and other remnant patches of riverbottom and bur oak-aspen forests.
The challenge for river access projects is to strengthen the patch
size, edge conditions and connectivity of sites along the Red River
and to chwse sites that can be reasonably Linked to other naniral
patches within neighborhoods.

-

The design of river access sites slrould u t r ' l i ~
landscape ecology p M c i ' s to en*
more &verse a d selfsustainïng naturai prrtclres &ng the Red River conidor and to
strengîhen connectivity beîween fhese and other ~ t u r oputches
l
wirhin and beyond the city Iùnits.
Guideline 7

Oak Seediing

3.1.6 Naturalization Techniques
Naturalization can be defined as an approach to landscape
design and management that aims to introduce and encourage selfsustaining plant communities through the use of native and nonnative plants. Very ofien, this terni is interchanged with the terni
restoration, meaning an attempt to restore a iandscape to its predisturbed, natural state. Whichever tenn is used, the naturalization
or restoration of a riverbank community such as that along the
Red River, requires an indepth understanding of not only the plant
species and associations of the riverbottom foresc cornrnunity, but
also the ecological factors which allow a community to be selfsustaining.
Diverse landscapes including areas of both meadow and
woodlands should be preserved andor created to encourage both
biological diversity as well as a diversity of experiences for human
use, (McLachlan & Simon, 19%). In reintroducing nature to a
site, either passive or active approaches c m iake place. Passive
approaches involve the cessation of cunent maintenance regimes
such as mowing and allowing natural succession processes to take
place. This approach requires effective public education to promote
an understanding of the long time frame needed for nature to take
its course. More active techniques include managed succession and
plantation approaches whereby mes and shmbs of a desired species
composition are planted over one or more years. After this initiai
establishment, natural succession is allowed to continue (Hough

Scarifying turf for meadow plaoling.
(Souice: Bauies & Siraat.199 1).
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and Barrett, 1987). Selection of a naturaiization approach should be
based upon design intent, budget constraints, time frame and site
conditions.

Michael Hough firrther ernphasizes two key points in dealing
with naturalization projects in his essay, ''Naruraliu'ng h r k s und
Nonpark Spaces". Firstly, he urges that naniralization does not
have to give the image of abandonment and that the design of
natural areas can still utilize strong foms, patterns and edges to give
rneaning and beauty to the site and to convey a sense of purpose
and complexity. Such an approach has been shown to have greater
public acceptance in many communities. Seçondly, Hough stresses
that education and information is the key to public acceptance of
naturalization prograrns. This can take place in the f o m of public
meetings, demonstrations, distributing leallets and providing on-site
signage and displays, (Hough, 1990).
-

-

Guideline 8 In bcations where it is appmprirrte, anes of n'ver
access sites sitoudd be natudized to mduce 11101*ntenunce,
provide
greater bio-divers@ and tu restore and enhance the nafwul
aesthetic of the riverbank enviranment.

-

Weed bmier for naniralyauon
plantations. (Source: Bahes &
Sirant. 1991).

Guideline 9 -Notudzatbn anas should evoke a sense of
purpose, meaning and compièxity to the site tiuough the use of
strong design elements, while pub& education s b u U be a key
component in the design, deyelopment and m4intenunce of such
areus.
3.1.7 Fish Habitat
The high sediment load of the Red River produces a river
bottom of silty-clay with little in the ways of underwater plants or
habitat structure. Despite this apparent lack of fish habitat. the Red

River is one of the most bio-diverse rivers in Canada. providing
habitat for at least twenty species of sport fish and over forty species
of non-sport fish and rninnows, ( Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources, 1995). Within Winnipeg, the Red River is well known
for its abundant fishery of channel catfish, goldeye, sauger, waileye,
silver bass, and carp. It is therefore important that those involved
in river access development projects have an understanding of the
behavioral and habitat preferences of fish within the Red River so
that existing habitats are not destroyed and where possible, new
habitats can be created.
Fisb habitat

In general, the fish of the Red River are attracted to any
type of underwater structure that can be found. niis would include
South Red RiverAccess Study:
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bridge pilings, docks, fallen mes, log- jams dong shore and rock
rip-rap that extends into the water. This structure affords the fish
places where they can rest in shade, protected Erom the current and
wait for insects and baiüïsh to float into their path. Fish also seem
to be attracted to pools scoured in the river bottom by current or
from the outflow of stom sewers. These oudiows seem paiticularly
attractive, most likely due to the concentration of insects, debris
and other nutrients that flow from them after stom events. The
mouths of rivers also provide suitable habitat for many species. In
terms of spawning habitat, channel catfish and bullheads require
dark secluded areas, under rocks or logs near shore, undercut banks,
or even man -made containers in which to lay their eggs. Walleye
and sauger prefer coarse gravel, boulders or sand in order to spawn,
al1 of which are quite rare in the Red River but are found in many of
its tributaries, (Newbury, 1993). GoIdeye thrive in the turôid waters
of the Red and move into pools in order to spawn. Carp are an
introduced species from Asia and Europe that have adapted to the
conditions of southern Manitoba conditions. They are primarily
bottom feeders that spawn in shallow marshy tributaries of the Red
River.

- Design inferventiuns &ng the h r ' s edge and
wirlrin the river itselfshou&i preseme the habitat requùements of
nuîive quatic species rurd where possible such M i t c i t should be
enhanced
Guideüne IO

3.2.8 Water Quaiity
The fine clay soils of the Red River Valley cloud the river
with silt, giving its waters a &id and muddy appearance, often
mistaken for pollution. in reality, the river is relatively clean and
healthy, but does s a e r some impact frorn human settïement.
Agricultural use south of the city effects water quality through
the mn-off of nutrients, pesticides and sediments. Also, cities and
towns dong the river discharge domestic and indusuial sewage
with varying degrees of treatment into the river. These factors
add to the turbidity of the water and can negatively effect the
ecological comrnunities of the fiver through algae blwms and
increased toxicity, (Wardrop, 1991). Within Winnipeg, discharge
from sewage treatment plants, land drainage sewers and cornbined
sewer overRows are the major factors affecting water quality.
During dry weather conditions, the discharge volume of the City's
three sewage treatment plants are the major influence on nitrogen,
phosphorus and fecal coliform levels in the Red and Assiniboine
Rivers. In wet weather conditions, large discharges and peak
loading occurs from land drainage sewers and combined sewer

Waer Quality Signage
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overfiows. These wet weather discharges can significantly impact
on the physical characteristics of the river (turbidity, suspended
solids, grease and oils, etc.) and rnicrobial characteristics (fecai
coliform). It shouid be noted that fecal coliform levels decay
rapidly in the river environment, resulting in a 3 to 4 days of peak
loading. However, it is often the aesthetic impact of these wet
weather discharges that can give the impression that the Red River
is polluted, (Wardrop,199 1).
A 1986 study by MacLaren Engineers Inc. showed that
general public opinion was that the Red River was "contarninated

and dirty". A 1990 phone survey by the City concurred with this
finding, with over 75% of respondents indicating that the dirty
appearance of the river discourages them from recreational use,
(Wardrop. 1991). The influence of both rural and urban human
activities on the quality of the Red River's waters is quite significant,
but perhaps not as detrimental as this public opinion suggests.
Prirnary recreation activities such as swirnming and water sküng
are not suggested due to the turbidity of the water and potential
health problems from direct contact w ith fecal coliforms. However,
secondary activities such as canoeing, rowing and shore fishing
pose little risk provided certain precautions are kept. The City
and Provincial Health Branches have indicated that fish caught
in the Red River are a "safe and autritious source of food if
properly handled, stored and cooked, (Manitoba Department of
Natural Resources, '%et Hooked pamphlet, 19%). Likewise, the
City of Winnipeg, Water and Waste Department has irnplemented a
program to educate the public on the current status of river water
quality and the options and plans for future improvements. if river
access developments are to be accepted and used, it is crucial that
programs of this type continue, so that the public can begin to
understand the river water quality situation in Winnipeg, as well as
the cornplex factors infl uencing it.

Land drainage sewcr outfa11

Guidefine I I - Desiign of river access sites should pmtect usets
fiom primary contact w i M the water especiaUy near combined
sewer overjbws, but &O serve to educate the public on the c u m n t
water quality situution in Winnipeg.

3.2 Cultural Resource Issues
3.2.1 Shore Fishing
Throughout Winnipeg, almost every location where persons
c m manage
- to get themselves down to the river's edge, is used for
urban shore fishing at some time or another. The d&lopment of

Shore M n g - Assiniboine Riverwalk

~~~
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river access opportunities throughout the city would undoubtedly
attract many anglers looking to enjoy Winnipeg's rich urôan fishery.
As opposed to the Forks where such activity is banned, future
river access sites shodd be designed to accommodate and attract
such use. While there are no universal standards for the design of
shore fishing access, several considerations should be integral to
any design solution.

In selecting appropriate river access sites, consideration
should be given to the proximity of existing fish habitats or such
habitat could be provided in the design. Also, the actual process
and techniques of shore fishing should be understood and reflected
in the design. Safe areas for casting as well as sufficient spaces
for landing and netting fish are important for enjoyment, function,
and safety. The design should allow anglers to reach and have
coatact with the water. while still protecting users from falling into
the strong current of the Red, through the use of raiiings and other
design detaiiing. Anglers on the Red tend to cast a iine with a
pickerel rig and prop up their rod on a stick, waiting for a fish to
suike. Access sites should therefore incorporate seating as well
as means to prop up angler's rods at the river's eûge in the design
solution. In addition, micro-climate and shelter from the Sun, rain
and winds are additional considerations of shore fishing design.

Walleye (picktxl") c ~ g hby
t auhor.

Perhaps more importantly, river access opportunities should
celebrate and provide an appropriate environment for the experience
of fishing. The feeling of escape from the urban city, the solitude
and tranquility of the river's edge, the ritual and anticipation of
waiting for a fish to strike and then the mystery and excitement
of bringing a fish to shore, revealing its size and species, all bring
anglers back time and again.

-

Design Guideline 12 At the h e r S edge, access sites should
include safe and educ&nd
anas for shore Jiskihg tlrat are
designed witli consideration of the techniques utilized by Red
Riverfishem and th& celebnrte the rihcol, ntystQue and expedence
of fihing.

3.2.2 Canoe Launchiog
Like shore fishing, canoeing is another activity that should
to be incorporated into the design of river access opportunities.
Perhaps no activities can rivai that of canoeing and rowing in terms
of experiencing the aesthetic of a river comdor, the abundant fish,
wildlife and plant species present, as well as the natural currents of
the river flow. In the design of access sites, pathway width, slope

+-+IJ-'-

Rower on the Red River

Sarch
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and degree of curvature shouid reflect the required space needed
for a canoe to be carried effectively and safely to the river's edge.
Rip-rap should not be located in launching areas to prevent damage
to came bottoms and designers may also consider a change in
the bank configuration to provide a reduction in river curent for
launching and landing canoes more easily. In addition, the selection
of sites should consider the availability of nearby parking so users
do not have to carry their canoes and equiprnent over long distances.
Also, the proximity of storm sewer outflows may be a consideration
for health reasons, as canoes can be pmne to tip. The edge condition
itself should be closely considered in tems of providing a safe
area for launching and landing a came in a varïety of river level
conditions.

Guideline 13 - The design of e e r access &es should consider
and provide for the launciring and hdYng of cames, including
accessible patk waysfrum the street to the river ami in appropriuîe
and safev conscious detailing a? the river's edge.

3.23 Environmental Education
Recently, many school divisions have begun to develop
environmental education as a part of their cumculum, allowing
young people the opportunity to leam about biophysical processes
and urban ecology. The development of river access sites throughout
the city would allow many schwls to include riparian and
riverbottom forest ecology as a part of this study. Such sites
could be restored to a state such that students could be exmsed to
the greatest possible diversity of plant and animal species within
the forest communities dong the river. The design of these sites
should allow for a diversity of use, from passive and contemplative
observation of nature, to more active and exploratory activities.
River access should be designed to allow for large classroom
groups to reach the river and provide areas for discussion and
demonstration. At the river's edge, opportunities for direct contact
with the water for the use of dip nets and close observation should
be considered in the design, however safety is of key concem. In
addition, interpretive signage should be integrated with the design
to aid teachers and to ailow parents to bring their children to the
sites to l e m about these important environments.

Riverbatik ecology

I

Guideline 14 - River access sites should be restored andpreserved
to display the diverse h a b M and ecologV of the Red River
and riverboaom forest and include signage and intetprctrctrve
areas for both individud and p u p envirvnmental educcrtion
opportunities.

River pollution/ dumping
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3.2.4 Winter Activities

For the months of Novernber through March each year,
Winnipeg already has a potential linear parkway dong it's frozen
rivers. However for safety reasons, winter activities such as cross
country skiing, snow shoeing, skating md ice fishing should be
Iimited to the months of December through Febniary, when ice
conditions are at their thickest. Even at these times, discharge
from treatment plants, land drainage sewers and indusuy can create
dangerous ice conditions even in the coldest weather. It is therefore
important that site selection consider these factors and that any
efforts to encourage the winter use of the Red be coordinated
with the City's Harbour Master. Nonetheless, the winter use of
Winnipeg's rivers is virtually untapped with the exception of areas
around the Forks.
Design for nver access in winter needs to resolve the
movement of people frorn the upper bank to the drawn down winter
ice Ievel. This may include additional stairway areas that are
submerged most times of the year except winter. Protection from
wind and consideration of solar patterns are also important for
confort and cm allow for a more exteaded p e n d of use. The
use of existing and new vegetation c m be used to create microclimatic areas that allow for extended solar exposure and that are
sheltered from winter winds. There may also be opportunities where
appropriate, to incorporate temporary or permanent structures to act
as shelter while punjng on skates or skis or for wanning up on cold
days. Overall, the opportunity for winter enjoyment of the river
should not be overlooked.

Winta ice

-

Guideline 15 In appropriate locrrtions, access sites should be
designedfor wintet activia'es, taking into amount the ber wintet
nver ice levels, safety and micro-climate.

3 2J Universal Access
Over 13% of Canada's population have some fom of
disability, with that figure increasing dramatically as the mean age
of the population increases. The beauty, tranquility and spiritual
expenence of the river's edge is the right of al1 citizens and as
such, ail river access sites should be designed for universal access.
Providing for universai access in design goes far beyond wheelchair
accessibility, to include a diversity of disabilities ranging from
blindness to hearing impaired. By increasing bio-diversity, a greater
variety of smells, textures and sounds c m be experienced by dl site
users, including visually and mentaily impaired persons.
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When considering river access design, the movement of
persons down the slope of the bank becornes an important challenge.
Changes in grade levels from the street to the river's edge can be
as much as 10 to 15 metres along the Red River. Therefore, rarnps
to the river's edge will likely be needed to provide accessibility
and should have no more thaa an 8.3% slope, with no more than
6 rnetres between level landings, (National Capital Commission,
1992). Path widths should be a minimum of 1.5 metres wide
to allow for adequate movement of wheelchairs and people with
other disabilities, while walkways should be of a firm, slip resistant
surface with a siope of no more than 5%. The design detailing of
railings along stairs and ramps, as well as at the water's edge is
important for safety of d l users and could be used as a part of the
o v e d l design expression.

-

Guidefine 16 Access tu the river3 edge should be cmaîed for
users of a11 ages and crliilities cuid the dctar'ling of such sites should
utitize currenî univemû design sfretegies to pmvidefor the needs
of persons with various disobiüties.

-

Universal acoess guidehies.
(Source: Natiuooal Capitai
Commission. 1990).

3.2.6 Safetyl Crime/ Vandalism
Issues of safety were found to be arnong some of the key
concems found in a several recent surveys dealing with tiverbank
access and urban fishing. For exarnple, the "City of CVinnipeg Sport
Fishing Survq," prepared by the Department of Naturai Resources,
found that over 47% of respondents who currently fish in Winnipeg
stated they would increase their use of the riverbank if locations
were safer. When discussing river access development, safety is a
broad terrn that can refer to a number of different safety issues.
In one sense, it c m refer to the safety inherent in the detaiiing of
the design that reduces or limits the risk of injury for users of the
site. Safety can d s o refer to the safety that persons may or may
not have from k i n g so near to the swift curreats, ice flows and
pure force of the Red River. These aspects of safety must be dealt
with successfuily in the design so that al1 potential site usen can
enjoy the attributes of the river, free €rom injury. However, when
dealing with public open space and more specifically riverbank sites
with varying amounts of natural forested areas, safety from both
perceived and actual crime is crucial for the success of a project.

Graffiti at combined m e r ouûaii

Many people perceive risk with the relative isolation that
can occur along riverbanks and within wooded areas. However, it
has been shown that only a very small percentage of urban crime
actuaiiy takes place in park and other wooded areas, (Hough and
South Red RiverAçcess Study:
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Barrett,l987). Nonetheless, care must be taken within the design
of public open space to prevent potential crime. Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (C.I?T.E.D), is based upon the
premise that the design of physical space c m have a bearing on
crime and security incidents. Three overlapping strategies of this
approach are access control, natural surveillance and territorial
reinforcement, (Canin,1994).
Hough and Barrett also discuss several guidelines that have
proven helpful in both discouraging crime and creating a perception
of a safe environment in public open space. Firstly. activity areas
and circulation space should be clearly visible from nearby streets
and residences so that users and potential wrong doers have a sense
that the area is being monitored. Also, dense plantings should be
set back from pathways in order to create defensible and more
open space. Ta11 trees with an open under-story can be used to
define spaces while still allowing visibility. Lighting can be used
dong pathways in heavily used open spaces to ailow for continued
visibility and monitoring at night. ~ckwever,less fkequently used
spaces should not be lit in order to deter people from using areas
that should not be used after dark. Finally, by encouraging a greater
variety of activities on a site and subsequently a greater number of
site users. public open space can be largely self-policing.

Guideline 17: River occess design slrould uticize C.l?TE.D.
principies to increase both perceivcd and actual safety, including
clear visîbilily from streets, odequate lighting and defensible
space.
3.2.7 Neighborhood Connectivity
As mentioned previously, one of the key goals of river
access development is the potential connectivity that c m be
created between the river environment and adjacent residential
neighborhoods. This linkage should be more than just physical and
include the experiential transition from an urban to natural setting.
Entrances to river access sites should act as gateways, a visible part
of the streetscape inviting residents to a place that is rightfully theirs
as a part of their comrnunity. These gateways should reflect the
unique character and spirit of the residential neighborhoods that
they are a part of and cm serve to educate about the cuitural past
of the area. In addition, signage c m be used to identiQ the site by
name, as well as to indicate the site's environmental, educationai,
recreational or cultural significance. Wherever possible, the design
character and natural feature-s of the site should be exteoded to the
streetscape and beyond into the neighbortiood, linking the site to
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other natural areas, schools, comrnunity centres and other important
places in the community.

-

Guideline 18
River access sites should serve as gateways
tu the river environment, ond sbuld be t i n M û~adjacent
neighborhoods, sign~@cant
conununiry failin'es rrnd other nalirral
areus thmugh the use of design elements such as planturgs,
poving and signuge

3.2.8 Neighborhood Identity
Very ofien, public open space is under-utilized.
misunderstood and rejected by the majonty of the neighborhood
that it was intended for. Much of this relates to the generic treatment
of Our parks in their progtamming, design and maintenance, with
no consideration for the sunoundhg context and character of the
area. Al1 public open space, including river access sites, should
be designed to reflect the unique identity and sense of place
that is inherent to that neighborhood. The City of Winnipeg has
already conducted intensive study in the creation of neighborhood
characterization boundaries for planning initiatives, delineating
neighborhood areas based on character, ethnicity, historicai
development and demographics. Similady, such factors should be
reflected in the design of public open space, helping to make these
spaces identifiable parts of the neighborhood, and giving residents
a sense of ownership and community pnde.
In the creation of river access opportunities. the notion of
place should manifest itself in the design, giving both identity and
rneaning to the site, as weii as a sense of connection between the
site and the residents of the neighborhood that it is a part of. This
connection between people and place is one of the fundamentals
of good design and can be explored at a number of different
scales. At a regional level, a riverbank site can be described and
represented in terrns of its comection to the Red River corridor, the
Aspen Parkland landscape, the Canadian prairie and the climatic
and physical characteristics that are unique to such environments.
At a neighborhood level, such sites can be shown as a remnant patch
of a nparian ecosystem. as well as a part of a unique neighbohood
with its own history, Street patterns, architecturai character, ethnic
population and demographic make-up.

JO*

Roy& ParkDesign feature mimics the ourline
of SL Baniface Basïlica

-

GuideCine 19 Design of n'ver access sires should exhibit a sense
of phce, reflecting the hidory, clraracter ond spi& of both the
r e g i o ~ landscape,
i
as weK as the local neighborhood that it is
situuted in.
-
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32.9 Comrnunity Participation
As mentioned above, public involvement in the design
process is crucial if residents are to have a sense of ownership
and pride in neighborhood river access sites. Once this sense
of ownership is established, residents are more likely to assist in
the policing and maintenance of a site (Hough and Barrett,l987).
Children G d teens are more likely to use a site and less likely to
vandalize it if the feel a part of the process that created it. Such
community participation c m also help to ensure that the needs of the
comrnunity are met and that a wide range of activities is provided
for in the project program. Public input meetings are also good
opportunities for designers and public administrators to educate
and inform rhe community on site issues such as nanualization,
water quality and safety. Comrnunity involvement is also a means
reducing costs of site development and increasing community pride
through the use of volunteer laborCommunity imolvement
(Source: Community Gre!eenways.

Cornrnunity groups such as churches, community centres
and school associations are instrumental in raising fwids and grants
for the construction and maintenance of local park development
projects. The developrnent of river access sites could be assisted
by a number of public interest groups including local rotary clubs,
naniralist societies and conservation groups in soliciting grants and
political support. Considering the tough budgetary constraints on
today 's governments, it will take strong community partnerships if
river access development is to be realized.
G u i d e h e 20 - The planning and design of river access saes
shouldhave sh-ongcommun@ focus to educate the neigMorhoo4
promote involvement and encourage community accepüance d
ownemhip.

an arc c~ns~~ta~ts.
1995
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3.2.10 Maintenance
Budgetary cuts, inefficiencies md the continued reliance on
traditionai turf landscapes have made it difficult for the City to
maintain its existing inventory of park and open space. The design
of river access sites shouId strive to minimize areas of mown turf
through naturalization and provide a greater diversity of public
open space experiences. While requiring maintenance for the first
few years, woodland and meadow areas c m be low maintenance
alternatives to turf, once successfuUy established. Annual conuolled
buming or mowing has been shown iacrease diversity, vigor and
cover of native plants and keeps invasive grasses, weeds and woody
plants in check, (Diboll, 1986). Buffer strips should be provided

I

I

Natural and maintaineci laadrapes.
(Source: Plan Winnipeg- Pmks and
Recreaiion Compo~eai,L9ûl).
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between naturalized areas and residential properties and the edges of
natural areas should be weU maintained to eliminate the perception
of neglect, (Hough and BarrettJ987). Education of maintenance
staff is imperative on such sites to ensure that natural succession
processes are allowed to proceed where intended and that proper
maintenance regimes are carried out where need be. WeU-infonned
maintenance staff cm also provide on-site education to the public
for naturalized sites and non-traditional maintenance techniques.
Due to seasonal layoffs, it is often difficult to have staff
available in the fail to remove dock structures frorn the rivers. in
addition. extreme fluctuations in river levels during surnrner Baoding
c m darnage rnost floating dock structures or require constant
attention from maintenance staff. As such, permanent access
structures rather than moveable docks wodd be more appropnate
in most instances. There is also a need with such sites to have
maintenance crews pressure wash silt deposits off of pathways and
benches after spring flooding or summer high water level periods.
Considering this, pathways should be designed to accommodate the
weight of vehicles and should be at least 8 feet wide to allow for
their access.

Buffer saip adjacent to murai
-@=YS

Guideline 21 - Low maintenance londscapes should be a pnority
in nier access site desi', incorpomting minimai tu# areas,
clearly defined edges around naturtrl mas ond shouià tecognize
the muintenance requirements for si& removd near the rivet's
edge afler hrgh water pen'ods.
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4.0 Site Selection:

Opportunities and Recommendations
4.1 Current opportunities
The City of Winnipeg currentiy owns over 200 parcels
(totalling 35.4 kilometers) of riverbank property along the Red
River, in the form of park sites, infrastructure right-of-ways, street
ends, and bridge crossings. Within the study area (south end), there
are at least 88 such opportunities consisting of 4 regionai patks,
2 major lineal parks, 4 1 community park sites, 2 semi-public golf
courses, 5 bridge crossings and 34 infrastructure/ street right of
ways.
FormaIized access is currently lirnited to the Downtown
Riverwalk, b a t docks in the regionai parks, along with access
nodes at the Tache Promenade, and the newly constructed Old St.
Vital River Promenade and Don Geme Park on Churchill Drive.
People are able to find other informal access areas for shore fishing
or river watching wherever bank slope and clearings in vegetation
permit. These sites however are not necessarily safe and are not
suitable for use by most residents.

Regional Park Sites- Within the study area, Maple Grove Park,
Crescent Drive Park. King's Park and St. Vital Park currently offer
a combined total of neariy 9 km of riverbank frontage. With
the exception of King's Park, these parks have boat launch and
dock facilities that provide access to the river's edge and surface.
However, these facilities are designed for motorized boat access and
as such, geoerate a fair amount of boat traffic and noise, which are
not ideal for fishing or the quiet enjoyrnent of the river environment.
These parks are designed more for automobile access from across
the city than for pedestriaos in the adjacent residentiai community,
but do offer amenities such as parking, washrooms and picnic
facifities. Al1 four of these parks have signifiant areas of major
bank failure and erosion and inaccessible steep banks. There are
however numerous access opportunities in these parks, where bank
slope and clearings in vegetation ailow people to reach the river's
edge. Several locations closest to the park entrances (and the
adjacent neighborhood) seem most appropriate for developing more
formalized river access.

Churchill Drive hrk

+

-

SL V i d ~ i u k

Community Parks- Many of the existing riverbank properties
designated for comrnunity parks have yet to be developed and have
been acquired by the City either through tax sale or sub-division
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agreements for future lineai greenway development. Many of these
undeveloped parcels are situated behind residential properties and
are not appropnate for access oppominities until such a greenway
is built. Other undeveloped parcels are well situated for providing
river access, although constmction costs would likely be higher than
those park properties that already have k e n developed. Several
parks in newer neighbortioods such as Normand Park and River
Pointe are well integrated with the adjacent residential development
and could be ideal for creating river access opportunities.

Major Lineai P a r k Churchill Dnve Park with 4.5 km and Lyndaie
Drive Park with 1.75 km of riverbank respectively, are large lineal
parks that are highly utilized open space for the neighbortioods that
they surround. Both parks have areas where the banks and river's
edges are fairly accessible, dthough not through any formal design
or planning. Both parks aiso suffer from extensive areas of bank
failure and erosion, although 260 lineal metres of Lyndaie Drive
had nearly $1,000,000in riverbank restoration work over the winter
of 1999-2000. In 1999, the City also constructed entry nodes and
extensive pathways dong the upper banks in both Lyndale Drive
and Churchill Dtive Parks, as a part of the Winnipeg Development
Agreement. Considering that these entry nodes and pathways are
already in place, as well as the importance that these parkways play
in their respective neighborhoods, these parks seem ideal for the
development of river access opportunities. Don Geme Park on
Churchill Dtive, in connection with the Manitoba Kayaking and
Canoeing Association facility, has recentiy had canoe and shore
fishing access constructed dong the nverbank.

N o m d Park

Lyndale Drive Park

Semi-public Golf Courses-Within the study area, W i l d w d Golf
Course and the Came Club Golf Course are both developed on
City of Winnipeg land, but are leased and operated by private
organizations. The natural areas dong the rivehanks of these
courses may lend themselves to beiog a part of a h e a r parkway
in the future. However, encouraging neighborfiood access through
these sites may be deemed as incompatible with the needs of the
golf course patrons. At the very least however, access to the river
for winter activities could be achieved. The long-term viability of
the Canoe Club Golf Course has k e n the subject of recent debate
and future developments may allow for additionai river access
opportunities for that neighborfiood.
Bridge Crossings- The five bndge crossings within the study ares
include the South Perimeter Bridge, Fort Garry Bridge (Bishop
Grandin), St. Vitai Bridge, Norwood Bridge, and the Riverdale

wildwood G O ICourse
~
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Foot Bridge(BDï). These bridges and their adjacent right-of-ways
currently offer access to the river's edge. Stabiüzation works tend
to already be in place to ensure that the structure of the bridge is
not compromised. Very ofiea, these riprap bank works tend to
provide structure and habitat for many fish species and as such,
are good opportunities for shore fishing. However, most riverbank
vegetation has typically been removed and the overhead noise of
traffic takes away from the m e experience of the river environment.
In addition, the tack of visibility and policing of these sites can
gives these locations the perception of being unsafe and may be
unsuitable for encouraged pedestrian traffic. The m a under the
Maid Norwood Bridge has demonstrated that once a lineal parkway
is developed, enough pedestrian and cyclist traffic is generated to
make for a safe access opportunity. While the Main, Norwood
Bridge does have a river level walkway under the bndge, it is not
designed to allow for came access or shore fishing. The Riverdale
Foot Bridge may be an excellent opportunïty considering chat it is a
pedestrian bndge and can draw from residential neighborhoods on
both sides of the river.

SL Vital Bridge

Lnfrastmehire I street right-d-ways- The majority of these
properties are iitilized by the Water and Waste Department for land
drainage and cornbined sewer overflows into the nver. Water quality
can be an issue at combined sewer overflows, where raw sewage
may be discharged into the nver following peak storm events.
There are 16 such combined sewer overilows withùi the study area,
with the majonty in the older, more established neighborhoods such
as Fort Rouge and Norwood Flats. The land drainage right-of-way
parallel to Bishop Grandin Boulevard is a potential lineal parkway
in its own right and could be useû to link the future Red River
Greenway to the Seine River Greenway, (and ail neighborhoods in
between). Many existing Street right-of-ways are undeveloped and
could provide direct links to their adjacent neighôorhoods.
Moore Avenue land drainage R.O.W.
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Existing City-Owned Riverbank Properties
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4.2 Site Selection Criteria / Issues
With at l e s t 88 potential properties within the study area,
it is imperative to establish criteria that can aid in the selection of
appropriate locations and numbers of river access development sites.
This study is premised on providing river access on a neighborhood
level and therefore ideally, each neighbohood area dong the Red
River should have an access site within a nlatively short walking or
cycling distance.
In his book, A Partern Language, Christopher Alexander's
investigation of human tendencies within the built environment, he
indicates that approximately 750 feet (228.6 metres), or a b u t a
three minute walk, is the lirnit that people will travel on a regular
basis to experience a neighborhood park. Leon Krier, one of the
key urban planning theorists of this century, argues for communities
and amenities "based upon the human figure", or the temtory that
a person can cross in ten minutes (approximately 1 kilometer). in
1981. the City of Winnipeg, Park and Recreation Department, set
a guideline of 1/4 mile (400metea) as the maximum walking
distance to neighborhood facilities in its "Plon Winnipeg-Park
and Recrearion ComponeBt" document. It should added that the
"Winnipeg Leisure Study" determined that Wmnipeggea not only
place a high value on nature and the public use of nverbanks, but
also have extremely high intensts in waiking and cycling as leisure
pursuits. It is therefore likely that people would walk or cycle a
reasonable distance within their neighbortiood to enjoy nature and
the river.

114 mile radius to aeighborbood
facilites. (Source: Plan WinnipegParlEs and RecreationComponeot.

1981

Considering this information, a 500 meter radius, (1
kilometer diameter) or about a five minute walk, will be used as
a measure of the minimum catchment area for new river access
sites. A radius of 1 kilometer (2 kilometer diameter) will be used
as a measure of the maximum distance that most people would be
willing to walk or cycle. While these figures may be used as a
guide, one could argue that weU designed and enjoyable riverbank
destinations would draw from areas well beyond these distances.
Other site selection criteria include:
i) Potential for physical and visual connections to other
neighborhood amenities such as schools, community centres,
cultural and histoneal sites, as well as park sites and natural

areas.
ii) Proximity of a site to a reasonabhdensity of residents making
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the development of river aeress in that location justifiable.

iü) Relationship of a site to existing public open space
and walkway system allowing for stmnger neighborhd
connections.
iv) Presence of native riverbank vegetation including a mature
tree canopy is preferable.

Site selection constraints would include:
i) Proximity to cornbined sewer ovedows due to water quality
and health coacerns.
ii) Presence of severe bank failure and erosion due to safety
concerns and development costs.
iii) Severe slope conditions near river's edge due to safety
concerns and development costs.
iv) Isolation of site created by major thoroughfares or railway
right-of-ways.
v)

Lack of site visibility from public streets and/or residential

dwellings.

4.3 Recomrnended Network of Access Sites
The foliowing list and attached maps represent a
recommended network of 20 river access sites that could be
developed to provide access to the majonty of neighborhds
located adjacent to the Red River. This list includes 4 existing sites
that already provide neighborhood access, although each couid be
signi ficantly improved. The recomrnendation of these sites is based
upon the site selection criteria identified above, as well as from
thorough on-site investigation and study of aerid photography
Site 1- 'Spirit Island" ( junction of Red and Assiniboine
Rivers)
Archaeological findings on this site show evidence of fishing
activity dating back many hundreds of years, long before European
settlers arrived. The site is k i n g developed as a aboriginal tourism
and cultural centre, and there have been discussions that formalized
shore fishing and came access will be established as a part of this
plan.
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Site 2- Community Park on Lyndale Drive at Wdmer Street
This site is well situated within the Nonivood mats neighborfiood
for connections to the Nowood Bridge (and downtown), Lyndale
Drive Park, Nowood Community Centre, Winnipeg Rowing Club
and two local schwl sites. The property has some good remnant
forested areas with a reasonably accessible bank slope.
Site 3- Don Gerrie Park Churchill Drive near Fisher Street
(Existing Access)
WeIl situated within the Riverview neighborhood, this site Lies
directly across from Churchill High School and is on axis with
Fisher Park, the main neighborhood open space besides Churchill
Drive Park. The site contains the Manitoba Kayaking and Canoeing
Association fac ility and it's recently devefoped canoe and shore
fishing aCCeSS.

Dan Geme Park

Site 4- Lyndale Drive Park at Gauvin Street
Although lacking vegetation, this site is well situated to serve the
southern portion of the Norwood Flats neighborhood, as weii as
parts of Norwood East and Glenwood. An existing retaining wail
alone the Street edge helps to stabilize the bank and allows for a
gentle slope down to the river edge.
Site 5- Old St. Vital River Promenade Site (Existing Access)
This recentl y constructed access fails to provide for handicapped
users, is poorly developed along the riverbank, but has great
potentid. Existing streetscaping Links this site to the Glenwood
neighborhood and St Vital BIZ area.
Site 6- Churchill Drive Park at Eccles Street
This site is well situated along Churchill Drive to serve the southeast
portion of Riverview, with a close proximity to the local community
centre. The site has an abundance of mature riverbank forest, but
will require slope modification and erosion control works.

Lyndale ûrive at Gauvin S

U

~

Site 7- Killarney Street land drainage sewer right-of-way
This site is accessible to rnost of the Elm Park neighborhood and
in close proximity to the local community centre and park space.
A recent infrastructure redevelopment of the site failed to address
access issues but it could be modified at minimal cost.
Site 8- Churchill Drive Park at Cockburn S t r ~ e South
t
This site feature many mature riverbank trees with good viewing
of the Riverdale Foot Bndge and St. Vital Bridge. The site is well
located dong the pafkway to serve the Lord Roberts neighborhood

Kiilaroey Street land drainage R.O.W.
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and potentiaily those across the river in Kingston Crescent.

Site 9- Wildwood Park Community Centre
This is a weli-utilized park site within the community with dense
vegetation along the riverbank. The site is well located to serve the
Wildwood park neighborhood with potential linkages to its Radbuni
style open space system.
Site 10- Harris Park in Victoria Crescent
This park and land drainage right-of way features a large area
of riverbank forest along with maintained park space. The site
is weil situated to provide access for ail of the Victoria Crescent
neighborhood and the majority of the nilberry neighborhood.
Site 11- Crescent Drive Park at Crane Avenue
(Existing Access)
With a good pedesvian connection through the park, as well as up
Crane Avenue, this site is aiready well utiiized for riverbank fishing
and boat launching. The riverbank slope is gentle at this location
and has large elm and green ash trees, but littie understorey. There
are opportunities to strengthen comections to the neighborhood.

Churchill Dnvc M ai Cockbum
Street- (Riveniaie Foorbndge in
distanCC).

Site 12 St. Vital Park near Falconer Bay entrance
This site is situated near the park entrance and presently serves
many shore fishers in the Pulberry neighborhood. Views to Crescent
Drive Park,Iarge canopied trees and a gentle riverbank slope make
this an ideal access location.
Site 13- Cornmunity park site across fmm Crescent Drive Golf
Course.
Located between Crescent Drive Park and a cemetery, this site has a
relatively gentie bank slope, large forest canopy and good linkages
to the Crescent Park neighborhood.
Site 14- Land drainage right-of-way, north of Bishop Grandin
Bridge
This site presents an excellent opportunity to connect with severd
neighborhoods. Both the Pulbeny and Riel areas on either side of
the bridge are in close proximity and future greenway developrnent
along the Bishop Grandin right-of-way could link the site to the
Seine River Greenway.

Harris Pa&/ land drainage R.O.W.

Site 15- River Pointe Park
A relatively new subdivision, this neighbortiood has been designed
to preserve the riverbank area and provide access to residents.
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There are several good locatioas within this patk where access to
the river edge could be constructed, with the point on axis with the
main entrance k i n g ideal.
Site 16- River Road Park
This large park site provides exceiient views to the river from River
Road. Part of the site has been altered through dope modification,
sand drains and rip-rap shoreline protection. to ensure the integrity
of a land drainage sewer. The more westerly portion of the site
has extreme bank faiiure ~robiems.The site is well situated witfun
the Riel neighborhood i i t h potential connections to Mimetonka
School, a large bur oak-aspen forest as well as another large area of
riverbottom forest.
Site 17- Normand Park
Part of another recent residential development, this riverbank park
has beea designed as a "natural" park with three strong pathway
connections to the neighborhood. Large forested areas and workable
bank slopes are assets.

River Road Park

Site 18- Maple Grove Park (Existing Access)
This location is oae of the most popular shore fishing sites in
the city due to accessible banks and abundant fish populations.
Proximity to the South End Sewage Treatrnent Plant outfall is
somewhat of a concern due to water &dity. Predominantiy reached
by automobile due to relative isolation and heavy traffic on St.
Mary's and Perirneter Highway.
Site 19- Land drainage right-of way, Kilkenny Drive at Linacre
Road
This site is a long narrow strip that extends beyond the tiverbank
into the adjacent Fort Richmond neighborhood. Good potential
linkage to forested areas to the north and south that will likely be
acquired as park dedication for the future lineal parkway.
Site 20- South Perimeter Bridge and adjacent park
With a close proximity to a large portion of Fort Richmond as
well as Cloutier Drive area, this site could provide river access to
neighborhoods on both sides of the Perimeter.
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5.0 Design Proposais
The following two sites have k e n selected to represent the
diversity of site characteristics available along the Red River, as
well as to demonsuate the potential of the recommended design
guidelines. Site #1 is a long and narrow land drainage right-ofway that is located along a transitionai bend in the river, just to
the south of King's Park in Fort Richmond. This site represents
the abundance of infrastructure and Street right-of-ways tbat are
presently under-utilized within W ' i p e g ' s neighborfioods. The
narrow width of these sites, oriented perpendicuiar to the river's edge
with residences on either side, presents both a design challenge and
an oppomnity in creating connections to adjacent neighborfioods.
Site #2 is a large community park located on River Road in St.
Vital, along an outside bend of the river. The characteristics of this
site represent numerous existing riverbank park sites that provide
no real river access, have been "sterilized" by over-engineered
stabilization methods and that offer linle arnenity to their adjacent
neighborhood. The location of this site in proximity to two large
forested areas, as well as a neighborhd school and cornmunity
centre, allows for great linkage and community focus possibilities.

5.1 Site #1- u k e m y Drive Land Drainage
Rigbt-of-Way (" m k e m y River Green")
Site Context
Proposed Site #1 is located within the neighborhood of Fort
Richmond, approximately half of a kilometer south of King's Park
along Kilkenny Drive and approximately one kilometer north of the
Perimeter Highway. Kiikemy Drive is a well-utilized pedestrian
and cycling route due to this proximity to King's Park. The site
actually encompasses three separate parcels of land uiat extend
perpendicularly to the river's edge. The first two parceb each
measure 60 feet wide by 1 10feet deep and run between Vassar Road
on the West and Kilkenny Drive on the east, separated in the middle
by a public lane. Residential lots are located to the north and south
of each of these properties. The third and largest parce1 is 66 feet
wide by 650 feet deep and extends from Kiikenny Drive to the edge
of the Red River. Adjacent properties to the north and south of this
parce1 are both privately owned and covered by mature riverbottom
forest, that unfortunately may one day be developed as resideatial
properties. However, the most easterly 400 feet of these properties
are located below the river Floodway Line and as such, are non-

River Edgd Outfall
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developable and will be obtained by the City for future greenway. In
addition, the primary dyke nins dong the eastem side of Kilkemy
Drive, leaving a good portion of this long parce1 subjeft to spring
flood conditions.
Site A nalysis
The site is predominantly turf covered, with a grouping
of siberian elm, blue spruce and basswood near V'sar Road.
At the river's edge, various willow, dogwood, grasses and weeds
have begun to colonize the disturbed bank. The site gradually
slopes towards the river, averaging about a 3% incline until within
approximately 30 metres of the river's edge. where the bank slope
steepens to as much as a
incline. The total change in
grade from Kilkenny Drive to the average summer water level is
approximately 8.5 metres. A 1200 mm land drainage sewer runs
throughout the entire site, connecting to neighborhood sewers in
Vassar Road and angles slightly away from the south lot line until
finally discharging into the river. At present, the two smaller parcels
are used as a short cut between Vassar Road and Kilkemy Drive,
while the larger riverbank property is used as neighbohood open
space. Primary activities include dog walking, river watching, and
walking and cycling to mils in the adjacent woods.

Site entrame lookïng east h m
Linacre Road

Design Proposal
The configuration of these parcels is significant, in that
they allow for connections beyond Wkemy Dive, deeper into the
residential neighborhood. As such, both Vassar Road and Kiikenny
Drive become gateways into the site. Here, pergola structures set in
native plantings and covered with nverbank grape vines, provide an
architectural presence dong the streetscape, giving a sense of entry
and announce "Kiikenny River Green" as an community amenity.
-

-

Two related themes are used to refïect the nature and spirit
of this long and narrow site. Firstly, the site becomes a gauge for
watching, recording and understanding the changes in river levels.
Limestone markers denote each meter change in elevation, giving
reference points for the seasonal changes in water levels. As the
waters rise, markers become inundated and attention tums to the
next marker higher u p the bank until the flood reaches its peak. The
1997 flood
is rn&ked as a reminder of the river's exüemes and
to evaluate the severity of future floods.

Looicing West towards Kilkenoy Dnw

These markers also serve a second purpose, in illuminating
and educating the public on the variety and changes in riverbank
tree species from upper to lower bank. Groupings of trees are
South Red RiverAccess Study:
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arranged around the markers, that identifj the species and showing
leaf and fruit characteristics in a sculptural bronze relief. Upper
bank species such as bur oak and aspen give way to basswood,
green ash, manitoba maple, amerkm elm and finally cottonwood
as one makes their way to the river. The formai arrangement of the
trees in gnds and lines rnakes hem more recognizable and ailows
residents to identifv their characteristics arnongst the trees in the
adjacent forest community.
The grade of the site is aitered slightly to allow for a more
gradua1 dope towards the river, whiie a stainuay and ramp descend
the final 2.5 metres change in elevation. The river's access is
designed to have a series of viewing and access points at dinerent
elevations to serve during varying river Ievel conditions. The
river's edge is also laid out with areas for shore fishing, came
launching and winter access, as well as passive eajoyment of the
river environment. A steel platform straddles the drainage outfalî,
allowing users to stand above and experience the river current,
safely behind guard raiüngs. Riprap and artficial reef structures
are used to prevent toe erosion, to protect canoeists fiom the current,
as well as to provide fish habitat.

Site entrance loolting east h m Vassar Road

Looluog east iowardsrivw edge

Land drainage R 0 . W and adjacent
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Proposed Site #1: Kilkenny Drive Land Drainage R.O.W.
Neighborhood Context and Exis*
Pedestrian Circulation
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Guideiine Y16 (Universal Access): The river's edge is
accessible by a serpentine ramp that extends fiom the
upper bank. The variety of plant material and experiences
of the site can allow for enjoyment by al1 usen.

Guidelines # 5 & #6 (Riparha Ecology and the
Riverbottom Forest): Native plant species are w d as
both forma1 design elements, as well as integral parts of
nahiralization areas, contributing to a more sustainable
iandscap and giving a sense of regional identity.

Guidciine E14 (B
of willow, dogw
tbe soi1 together i
fl<nxiing-

Guideline #i (Bio-engineering Stabilintion): Plmtings
of willow, d o g w ~ dand virginia creeper are used to bold
the soi1 together and reduce 6ank erosion during periods of
flooding.

Guideline 112 (Sbore Fishing): The shore Iishing an
positioned at the most northeriy portion of the site to I
u>dicts with other uxrs and to take advantage of
north flowing current Seating and rod holders woulc
integral parts of the design detailing.

Guideline #2 (Erosioa & Bank failute) &
#3 (Riverbrab Stabilizrtion): At the river's e
limestone riprap and artificial reef stnrctures e.xtead
utto the river to slow current and wave action, preveni
erosion of the bank and to provide additional h a b i
river fish species.

Guidciine #13 (Canoe Launching) & #lS (Wii
Activities): At the river's edge, the came launch are
designed to allow access at varying river levels (2:
metres to 222.5 meaes). The launch area is pulled u
the bank and is protected fiom fast currents and wave!
a ripw reef The came launch stairs continue down
the river to provide access to the ice for winter activitie
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(Bio-engineering Stabilkatkm): Plantings
y o u d and virginia creeper are used to hold
x and reduce bank erosion during p e n d s of

Guideline 1112 (Shore Fisbing): The shore fishing area is
positioned at the most northerly portion of the site to limit
confiicts with other users and to take advantage of the
north flowing curent Seating and rod holders would be
integral parts of the design detailing.

Guideline #2 (Erosion di Bank failure) &
113 (Riverbrnk Sîabiliation):
At the river's edge,
limestont: riprap and artificial reef stmams extend out
into the nver to slow current and wave action, prevent toe
erosion of the bank and to provide additional habitat for
river fish species.

Guidelin- #13 (Cinoc Launcbing) & C115 (Wintcr
Activitie :(: At the river's edge, the came launch area is
designed to allow access at varying river levels (224.0
metres to 222.5 metres). The launch a r a is pulled in to
the bank and is protected fiom fast currents and waves by
a riprap reef The canoe taunch stairs continue d o m into
the river !r) provide access to the ice for winter activities.
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intended to keep sight lines as open as possible at pedestnaa
level and to allow alternative means of egress.

1

Guideline #l (Red River Eydrology): The hydrology of
the river is displayed and celebrated through the
anangement of limestone markers at each one metre
change in site elevation: In addition, river viewing and
access is provided at three different elevations, aiiowîng
enjoyment of the river during varying river level
conditions.
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Gmidcliie # 10 (Fkh Eabïtat): Rïprap shoreline
protediou anci artificiai reef sûuçtures pmvide feeding,
spaWLljIlg and protective habitat for river fish species.
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L Gu Jeline i l l (Water Quility): Rpilings at the fishing point
and sutfall platform protect users from primary contact with
lanc drainage effluent.
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10 (Fbh Habitat): Riprap shoreline
proteciion and artificial reef structures provide fieding,
spawning and protective habitat for river fish species.

Guidcline #
fI

Gu !dine #11 (Water Quality): Railings at the fishing point
and ;utfaII platform protect users fiom primary comact witb
l a n c frainage effluent
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Guideline #17 (Slfety, Crime & Vandalisa): The selection
and location of plant material and pathways is intendeci to
keep sight lines as open as possible at pedestrian levei and to
allow altemative means of egress. At Kilkenny Drive,
''traffic calming" measures creating slight speed bumps at the
site edges (marked with signage) and articulating the pathway
w
ith concrete pavers.
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Guideline #21- (Maintenance)- Turf areas are minirnized
t hrough meadow ptantings, reduced maintenance areas and
native shmb beds.

GuWleline #18- (Neighborhood Comnectivity) & Guideline
#19 (Community Identity): Groupings of trees, limestone
markers and pathway C O M ~ C ~ ~ O I Iextend
S
out into the
community, Iinking the neighhrhood to the river

environment
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Guideline ü8 (Nitiralintion Techniques): Much of the
-.dges of the existing forest would be lefi unmown, allowing
iatural succession to take place, providing richer and more
iiverse edge conditions. In addition, areas of turf would be
-moved with herbicide and replacexi by native perennial
gass and wildflower seed mixes.
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Guideline #8 (NaturaliPtion Techniqua): Much of the
~ d g e sof the existing forest would be leA unmown. allowing
iaturai succession to take place, providing richer and more
Ai\-erse edge conditions. In addition, areas of turf would be
-emoved wvith herbicide and repiaced by native peremial
; r a s and wildflower seed mixes.
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Entry Pergola (Sidc View) Suk 1: 4metrie

Guideüne #la- (Neigh borhood
#19 (Community Ideatity): S

covered with riverbank grapcvi
entry and community ownership

Guideline #14 (Environmeatal eduatioa): Limestone
markers with bronze reliefs, identie native tree groupings
throughout the site, for cornparison to those found in the
adjacent forest. Also at these locations, datum markers
indicate one metre changes in eievation, relating to the
changes in tree specia from upper to lower bank and to help
gauge changing n'ver levels and flood peaks.
'

Guideline #1& (Neigh borhoo : Connectivity) & Guideline
#19 (Comm unity Identity): Streetfiont pergola sÉnictures
covered with riverbank grape\!nes, give a sense of arrivai,
entry and comrnunity ownenhi:, to the site.
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Guideline #14 (Environmental eduation): Limestone
markers with bronze reliefs, ide&@ native tree groupines
throughout the site, for cornparison to those found in the
adjacent forest. Also at these locations, daturn markers
indicate one metre changes in elevation, relating to the
changes in tree species fiom upper to lower bank and to help
çauge changing river levels and flood peaks.
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5.2 Site #2: River Road Park
("River Road Nature Park")
Site Context
The site is located at the corner of River Road and
Mimetonka Street in South St. Vital. Both of these streets are
main vehicular collectors within the neighborhood, as weli as major
pedestrian and cycling routes. The surrounding neighborhood
is predominantly single family residentiai, however, there are
several multiple family developments dong River Road to the
east. Minnetonka Elementary and Junior High School is locatrd
directly across River Road to the north, while Greendeil Comrnunity
Centre is two blocks away. In addition, a large city owned forest,
dominated by bur oak, is directly across the street from the
park, while large parcels of natural riverbottom forest parkland are
separated from this property by o d y a single privately owned lot.
Site Andysis
The site was seriously altered in 1984 & 1986 with a twophase riverbank stabiiization project. At this time, the most easterly
two thirds of the site were modified by the construction of 13
sand drains mnning perpendicular to the river, riprap protection,
dong with dope modification (to approximately 1 V to 5 H) and
re-sodding. The result is an open site, devoid of trees Save for
a few stands on the most westerly chird of the site. Here, bank
stabilization did not cake place and the bank is a relatively steep
1V to 3 H. Being located at an outside bend, views down the river
are very open in both directions. A land drainage sewer nrns down
Minnetonka Street into the river. The site is relatively unused Save
for river viewing and the occasional fisher.

Design Proposal
The basic premise of this river access design is to present a
framework on the site for cornrnunity involvement in its restoration
and naturalization. Lines of 10 meter by 10 meter plots extend
perpendicular to the river, reminiscent of the French riverlot patterns.
However. these boxed areas will be used by classes of children from
the nearby school, to plant a tree plantation grid of native riverbank
tree species on 1.5 metre centres. Once a full canopy is achieved
after 2-3 years, the weed barrier can be removed and native shmbs
can be under-planted. Ln addition, seeds and nuts from the adjacent
foresis will rnigrate with wind or animals, providing richer species
diversity. The areas adjacent to these squares as well as the edges of
the existing tree stands will be left unmown for natutal succession
to take place. Closer to the river, a modified slope of 1 V to 5 H,
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will be more stable and gradua], but likely too steep to encourage
children to plant on. Here, adults and teens from the neighbothood
can be involved in tree and shmb plantations that provide a more
imrnediate restoration to protect the bank from erosion. Shmbs
would include willow and dogwood on 1 meter centres, with caliper
size cottonwood, e h and rnaple interspersed.

The upper bank of the site wodd be restored as native
prairie and butterfly meadow areas. Pedestrian and cyclist traffic
could enter the site from the east and West from two meandering
trails along River Road, leading to a central access stair on a i s with
Minnetonka Street. At the river's edge, areas for seating, fishing
and canoe launching are provided over a hundred metre stretch.
The existing sand drains are demarcated on the surface by lines of
boulders, that m e r hints to the old riverlot patterns, whde making
the infrastructure more readable. La addition, these lines of boulders
extend into the river providing habitat for fish and reducing the
impact of wave action on shore. Groupings of riverbank trees would
continue the site vocabulary along River Road and Minnetonka
Street into the neighborhood. ln addition, manhole covers and
catch basins throughout the neighbohood couid be marked with
impressions of native fish species, idenwing the connection of the
land drainage system, the park site and the river itself.

Proposed siie. l w b g east

rivertmi& forek

Proposed site. loaking soulh h m
Minneionka Street
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Proposed Site #2:

River Road Park

Neighborhood Context and Existing Pedestiian Circulation
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6.0 Conclusions
The previous chapters have revealed where opportunities
for neighborhood river access can be found, as well as the key
design and planning issues crucial to their successful development.
Summary guidelines synthesized from these issues have been
demonstrated in the design of two very different sites, yet ones
that exemple many of the characteristics of many found dong the
Red River. The design proposais demonstrate the potential of the
literaily hundreds of existing City properties that could be utilized
for creating access from adjacent neighborhoods. The challenge is
now to move forward and to find unique and innovative strategies to
bring these opportunities into fniition. The following are just some
of several strategies that could be implemented to promote greater
river access development.

6.1 Strategies for Implementation
i) Identify and Develop a Stakeholders Action Committee
Riverbank development stakeholders including the three
leveIs of government, business associations, as well as conservation
groups such as Fish Futures and the Manitoba Wddlife Federation
are already working together on the Winnipeg Urban Sport Fishing
Committee. The mandate and membership of such a group could be
broadened and strengthened to include canoeing, nature watching
and environmental education interests. In addressing more than
a single use, such projects c m appeal to a wider segment of
society. with greater opportunities for fundraising, promotion and
implementation.
ii) Develop a Public Awareness Campaign
Public awareness campaigns can serve to educate the public
on the access opportunities within their community and how to
become involved in their development. The impact of the media can
greatly arouse public interest, as well as that of the pnvate sector
and promote cornmitment from politicians. Greater awareness
can be fostered through a demonstration site with educational
signage, showing residents how they can get involved in their own
neighborhood.
iii) Encourage Community Involvement and Volunteerism
Public involvement in the planning and design process is
crucial if residents are to utilize and have a sense of ownership of
any public park development. Such community participation can
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also heip to ensure that the needs of the comrnunity are met and that
the project program represents a wide range of uses and activities.
Public input meetings are also good opportunities for designers
and public administrators to educate and inform the community
on site issues such as naturalization, water quality and safety.
Community involvement is also a means reducing labor cos& of
site development and giving residents a sense of ownership of a
project.

In many cases community groups such as churches,
community centres and school associations are instrumental in
raising funds and gram for the development and maintenance
of park development projects. The development of river access
sites could be assisted by these, as well as a number of other
volunteer groups, including local rotary clubs, naturalist societies
and fishingl wildlife clubs. The City of Winnipeg Comrnunity
Incentive Grant, Province of Manitoba Community Places and
Sustainable Development Grants, and Manitoba Hydro Forest
Enhancement Grants are but a few of the many funding sources
avadable to volunteer organizations. Considering the tough
budgetary constraints on the City of Winnipeg, it wiil take active
comrnunity efforts and fundraising for many access projects to be
realized.
iv) Develop Innovative Partnerships

Smail and large businesses alike are often eager to support
community initiatives as a public relations twl, as weli as to
showcase products and services. A recent example of such a
partnership occurred dong Omand's Creek where the Fnends of
Omand's Creek, the City of Winnipeg and the adjacent commercial
land developers worked together to develop pathways and native
planting beds along the creek adjacent to a commercial site.
Likewise, the Manitoba Wildlife Federation, M id-Canada Marine
Dealers Association and Fish Futures are among a few of the p u p s
that are already working together on the Winnipeg Urban Sport
Fishing Cornmittee to bnng about urban fishing and river access
developments. In instances where governrnent, businesses and the
community work together, resources and strengths c m be pooled
towards a common goal.
V)

"Piggy-back" access development on

sewer right-of-way projects
River access shouid be given a pnority within infrastructure
maintenance and development projects along riverbank properties.
For minimal cost, land drainage outfiows could be designed to
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accommodate pedestnan and cyclist uaffic down to the river's edge.
Level areas dong the shoreline could allow for fishing and river
watching. The edge could also be designed for came launching if
some of the typical rip-rap shoreline protection could be replaced
with flat slabs that would not damage a canoe's bottom. The key is
to allow for multiple use of these valuable properties rather that a
single utilitarian use.
vi) Create river access thmugh riverbank
restoration and stabilization projects
In the winter of 1999-2000,aearly $2,000,000 was spent on
the restoration of riverbanks that collapsed as a result of the 1997
flood. Unfortunately, the reimbursement guidelines dictated by the
Federd govemment did not allow for nver access development
as being a part of these projects. As such. a huge o p p o ~ n i t yin
creating access opportunities for adjoining neighborhoods was lost.
A recent estimate by the city Watenvays Engineer indicated that
approximately $300 million would be needed to stabilize and protect
al1 of the City's inventory of nverbaak properties. Any new bank
stabilization or restoration projects should consider neighborhood
river access and the potentiai activities that can take place at the
river's edge.
vii) Utilize land dedication fees for n v e r access development
Currently, when landowners sub-divide or re-zone land,
the owner must pay the City land dedication fees, q u a 1 to 1%
of the newly increased land values, that will be used for future
park developments. When this occurs on river properties, the
City uivariably takes a portion of the nverbank (typically the
floodway fringe area), in lieu of money, to be used for future
riverbank greenway development. Considering the importance that
Winnipeggers place on nature and access to the rivers, it seems
appropriate that at least some of the land dedication fùnds be used
for neighborhood river access development. Ward Councillors
could be allotted a certain arnount of hnds each year that could be
granted to community groups developing river access.

In closing, the curent lack of river access opportunities
along the Red River has deprived many of Winnipeg's residents
from enjoying the n a d beauty of the river within their own
neighborhoods. Whiîe planned greenway development will address
this in the future, the utiiization of the abundant and existing
publicly owned riverbank properties, presents a more immediate
solution. More importantly, as this study has demonstrated, these
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properties present a key oppominity for bringing the citizens
of Winnipeg to the river's edge, and the nature of the river
environment into the adjacent residential neighborfioods. HopeMy,
as more opportunities become available, more and more people can
experience the joy and tranquility of the spirit of the river.
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7.0 Appendix A
Erosion and Bank Faiiure
The following is an outiine of the key factors, which dong with these weak soils contribute to the
unstable condition of Winnipeg's nverbanks.
River Flow: As water flows past the banks of the channel, the lack of cohesion and fineness of the
clay and silt riverbank soils, allows particles to be swept away by the current. Typically, the region
of highest velocity of water Aow within a river transfers from the middle of the charme1 in a straight
section, to the outside of the channel as the course of the river moves around a bend. This increased
velwity causes scour and erosive activity on the outside bend (concave), and deposition of materials
on the inside bend (convex). This constant erosion and deposition of soils dong the Red River's
course contributes to the meandering and dynamic nature of the river and its' banks.

High ground wated rapid d n w down: During periods of hi& ground water, caused by such
factors as spring melt and high precipitation, the banks of rivers can be very suceptible to failure.
Bank failure is most likely when the ground water table is higher tfian the river level, causing a
difference in pressure between the saturated bank and the surrounding air. As a result of the higher
pressure behind the bank face, this pressure imbaiance causes the ground water in the saturated bank
to flow through the bank face. As the water Aows, soil particles lose their cohesiveness. and the
stability of the bank can be jeopardized. This was often the case i~ the summer of 1995 where
abnorrnally hi& rainfall contributed to a higher water table and subsequently significant losses of
nverbank property. In addition, when the level of the river is higher due to such high tainfall
or spring flooding, the rapid draw down of the river level can also have adverse affects on the
nverbanks. In these cases, when the nver is hi&, there is an equilibrium between the water pressure
of the nver and that exerted by the saturated bank. if the water level is allowed to drop suddenly, as
determined by either the Floodway or Lockpon dam, the resultant loss of pressure agahst the river
bank creates a pressure imbalance, and potential bank failure.
Wave Action: Whether caused by wind, current or boat traffic, wave action can cause considerable
damage to riverbanks, particularily during p e n d s of high woter. Although riverbank vegetation
c m work to deter some of this affect, the continued action by waves causes the soi1 partcles of the
bank to be dislodged and removed by the flow of water. If the loss of soil at the base of the bank
is sufficient. the bank may be undercut and the then unsupported matenal may collapse into the
river.(MInnesota DNR, 1991).

Freeze-Thaw and Wet-Dry Cycle: When water freezes within the riverbank soil. the expanding ice
layer pushes soil particles out of their original position. When the riverbank thaws, these particles
settie back into their original position, but in a lwser state than they were to begin with. Similady.
when the clay soils of the Red River's banks absorb water they tend to expand. During dry
periods,when this wet clay material dnes, it tends to shrink and crack, resulting in a loose and easily
erodible surface. These continuai freeze-thaw and wet- dry cycles weaken the cohesive suength of
the riverbank soils, leaving them more succeptible to other erosive forces
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Overbank Drainage: The drainage of water across the land surface is a naturaily muring process
which can have a negative impact on riverbank stabiiity, and is compounded by hwnan influence on
the landscape. The abundance of hard surfacing within urban areas combined with poorly designed
land drainage patterns. can ailow for excess surface runoff. This overbank drainage can lead to two
different types of erosion of the riverbank. Sheet erosion is a term used when runoff carries away
surface particles in thin layers, whiie ri11 erosion refers to the process where smdl channels in the
bank material are formed by runoff. The combined effect of these processes can be a loss in bank
material, as weil as mineral and organic nutrients, (Minnesota DNR. 1991).

Bank Loading: Human influence on the landscape can have a major impact on riverbank stability.
The construction of any structure on the top of the bank produces increased loading and higher
shear stress on the bank. If these shear stresses are greater than the shear strength of the nverbank
soils, then the bank c m f d , possibly causing large masses of bank materiai to slide into the river.
Thus, any proposed building, plantings or earthworks must be carefdiy anaiysed as to its potential
impact on bank stability.

Riverbank Stabiiization Techniques
in general, there are two broad categories of riverbank stabilization techniques: hard techniques and
bio-engineering techniques. Hard techniques typicaily involve the use of hard constmction materials
such as Stone or steel to resist the erosive forces and shear stresses acting on a riverbank. These
solutions can be engineered to a relatively high degree of certainty and are the most typically used for
bank stability problems in Winnipeg. in contrast, bio-engineering techniques use living vegetation to
stabilize riverbanks. This approach is relatively untested in the Winnipeg area.
Hard Techniques
Hard techniques are the typical engineering solutions for nverbank instability problems.
They typically achieve their success by counteracting the forces of nature that are causing the
bank instability. The following is an outline of the most comrnonly used "hard" techniques for
stabilization of riverbanks dong the Red River.

Rock Riprap: Pethaps the most common form of erosion control used within Winnipeg, riprap
is a highly effective, and moderate cost means of shoreline protection. Riprap consists of rock
material, typically Iimestone, placed on the bank surface to protect it from the erosive forces of the
river. Construction usually takes place in winter once the ground is frozen,and the river is drawn
down exposing the bank. Stone is durnped or placed so that it protects below and a b v e the normal
surnrner water level. Larger rnaterial rnay be used at the toe and at the end in order to anchor
the protection and prevent it from k i n g undercut. Riprap works best when it can extend up the
bank to where natural vegetation can continue the protection during high water periods and f l d i n g
(Minnesota DNR, 1991). This method is not seriously afTected by bank movements and is easily
rnaintained by placement of additional rock rnaterial. The two key advantages of this technique
are its' relatively natural appearance and the fact that vegetation can become established between
individual Stones (Smith, 1989). This vegetative growth can provide habitat for invenebrates and fish
within the river and cover for animals on land. The nprap used dong the Assiniboine Riverwalk
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"has proven to be a great addition for the fish habitat in tems of food shelter and breeding" (Clark
et al. 1987).
Shear Key: Shear keys are another highly effective method of stabilizing riverbanks along the Red
River. This method is usually used when the load imposed on a bank is greater than the shear
strength of the bank materiai. It is aiso used when toe erosion undercutting a bank can jwpardise
it to the point of failure. Shear keys involve the excavation of bank material just above winter ice
level. Material is removed down to below glacial tiii Ievel and replaced with cmshed limestone
approximately 100-20m.m in sue. ï h e shear key replaces the weak clay soils with this higher
streogth material. which offers passive resistance to slope movements and helps to lock the bank in
place (Riverbank Management Cornmittee, 1989.). The required excavation makes this method fairly
expensive and can be extremely damaging to the bank vegetation due to the heavy machinery used.
On the positive side, shear keys can be designed so that they are k l o w summer water levels, virtually
out of sight. Thus, a bank can be protected, have addtional fish habitat created and have virtually no
visual impact on the natural river environment.
Gabions: Gabions are wire boxes which are fiUed with Stone and used to stabilize the toe of

riverbanks and other sloped surfaces. While this method is effective, easy to construct and relatively
inexpensive, there is risk of failure if there is any movement of the bank or deterioration to its base
(Schiechtl,1980). Other negative attributes include the unnaturd appearance and the potential danger
for persons climbing on these structures. Use of gabions dong the Red River is lirnited. although
they have been successhilly used at St. Vital Park as a river edging for shore fishing.
Sheet Piles and Walls: Sheet piles and concrete waiis can be driven or placed venicaUy at a point

of severe erosion. These walls must extend to a sufficient depth to ensure so that erosion does not
undermine the integrity of the structure at its base. While this technique is very expensive, it can
halt bank erosion completely (Minnesota DNR, 1991). Typically, this technique is used at critical
points where no erosion can be tolerated, or where the lateral space required for other forms of bank
protection is not available. The clean river edge provided by this method is well suited for boat
docking areas such as those found at the Forks and Tache Promenade. However, there is an unnaturd
and overpowering quality to this technique that seems inappropriate in most river settings.

Drainage Trenches: Sand and grave1 drainage trenches are an effective stabilization method in cases
where high water tables cause an outward pressure behind the bank face, resulting in severe riverbank
movement. To counteract this process, drainage trenches are excavated during winter ice levels down
through the slide mass of the bank and back into the head scarp. These trenches are typically around
5-6 metres deep and are dug at 6- 10 metre intervals. The trenches are then backiilled with sand
and compacted to facilitate drainage and then capped with either clay or limestone boulders. These
drains are able to reduce the outward water pressure during high water table periods by allowing for
easier flow towards the river. in addition, the shear strength of the sand is greater than that of the silty
clay it is replacing, and thus helps to stabilite the bank (LewJ988). This method is very expensive
and creates a significant disturbance on the riverbank during construction. However, it has shown
to be a successful stabilization technique in several sites along the Red River in Winnipeg as well
as along River Road near St. Andrew's.
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Rock Pavings: Rock pavings are usudy built to protect rivehanks from erosion caused by fluctuating water levels and scouring h m heavy ice. Standard conuuction involves the use of rough rock
paving laid in concrete or asphalt, however it is possible to use dry rock pavings placed on a layer of
compacted gave1 and set with grave1 in the joints (Schiechti,1980). Rocks must be thick and heavy
enough to resist the tractive forces of the river, usually between 20-60 cm in size (Smith,1989). This
technique is of most effect on outside bends where banks are much more succeptible to scounng
by ice and current.

Slope Modification: Slope modification is a stabilization technique that is usually used in conjunction with other methods. Aithough slope modification does not make use of hard construction
materials as in the previously outlined techniques, it does require the use of heavy machinery in
its implementation. In general, this method involves the re-grading of steep riverbanks slopes to a
flatter slope angle in order to lessen the load on the bank. This slope is determined by the naturat
angle of repose of the bank material, although in many instances there is insufficieut space to achieve
this. Many highly eroded banks in WiMipeg have slopes as steep as 1V:lH or are even completely
vertical. Most dope modification projects dong the Red River attempt to re-grade to a 1V:SH or
flatter, however in doing so. most existing vegetation is eliminated and usually replaced with sod.
This practice contradicts the findings of Schiechtl(1980), who States that slopes can be left steeper
than their naîural incline provided revegetatioo with indiginous plant materid occurs immediately
after earthworks are completed.

Hard Points: Hard points are short spurs of rock that extend from the bank into the river. The
purpose of the hard point is to stabilize the bank by creating a low velocity zone along the bank
downstream from the hard point. Typically, a hard point structure will protect approximately 5
feet of bank for each f w t of hard point protruding into the river (Minnesota DNR, 1991). A hard
point is made up of two e q d length parts, the extension into the river and the root buned into the
bank of the charnel. These structures are usually constructed in a series to protect a larger area of
riverbank. Although not presently used in Winnipeg as a stabilization technique, hard points have
been used successfully in Minnesota in numerous rivers and streams. An interesting side benefit to
this technique may be in the creation of fish habitat that these structures wouId provide.

Bio-engineering Techniques
Presently, bio-engineering methods of riverûank stabilization are rarely used along the Red
River in Winnipeg. This is due in part to the extreme dynamics and volume of flow of the Red River,
but also in the failure of the engineering community to explore its potentid. Schiechti (1980) has
stated that very effective stabilization c m be obtained through a combination of hard construction
and vegetation, or through the use of vegetation alone. in addition, while hard techniques tend to
weather with age, bio-engineering solutions increase in their technical effectiveness as plants develop
stronger rooting and growth with age. When compared to conventional stabilization methods, bioengineering systems c m have longer durabiiity, better aesthetics, less maintenance and reduced
construction costs (Schiechti, 1980). The following is an outline of some of the methods from
Schiechtl's book, Bioengineering for Land Reclamation and Conservation (1980), which could be
used for stabiliztion of riverbanks within Winnipeg.
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Sodding: The use of sod is cornmon practice for most riverbank sbbilization projects in Winnipeg.
The main advantage of sod is that it provides an instant matt of vegetation that can help to protect
the riverbank soils from erosion during hi& water. However, the clay mils of the region tend not
to allow deep r w t penetration by the sod. in these cases wire mesh or cornmercially available turf
reinforcement matts can be used to anchor the sod to the bank. If slopes are too steep or the river
velocity too hi@, the sod may require to be staked to the bank. Also, new types of sod using
diverse mixes of native ground covers are now available and could be a more appropriate seleetion
for riverbank sites.
Protection Seeding: Seeding of riverbanks should occur imrnediately after spring flooding has
subsided, so that seeds have time to grow and develp a rich root structure over the remaining growing
period. Although rarely used in Winnipeg, most erosion control experts recornmeod hydroseeding as
the proven method for slope stabilizauon (Lee, 19%). This technique involves the use of equipment
that can spray seed mixes, fertiiizer and rnulches in one application. ln addition, tackifiers can be
added to ensure the seed adheres to steep bank conditions. Mixes of native perenniai, annual and
even pioneer shnib species seeds have been developed for use with this technique. The result is a
very cost effective means of re-vegetating riverbanks with a diverse community of plant material.
This diversity contributes to greater bank stability as different plant species establish their root
systems to a variety of depths.

Branch Packings: The method of branch packings is designed for the repair and restoration of steep
bank failures at very deep waterways. For construction, branches (usually willow), are placed in
layers 20-30 cm thick and covered with gravel, rock or
of live branches called fascines. Each layer is tied down with pegs before the next layer is added.
Live cuttings are pegged into the outer surface of the slope. The toe of the slope is protected with
rock fil1 to prevent undercutting of the bank. Once the initial cuttings become established, other
pioneer species colonate the newly stabilized bank, further adding to the erosioa protection.
Joint Plantings: Joint plantings is a bank and shore protection technique frequently used in Europe.
It is excellent protection for riverbanks by reducing the water speed acting an the banks as well as
absorbing waves and drifting ice. In addition. as the plantings mature, their root structure m e r
reinforces bank stability. This method can be used in conjunction with both the riprap and rock
paving techniques outlined above. For riprap, cuttings are planted in spaces between rocks that will
allow for penetration to the bank soil. Some rocks wifl have to moved to allow for this space and
additional topsoil may have to be used. With joint planting in rock pavings, holes must be made in
the joints with a crowbar or pick to allow for the planting of cuttings. After the joints have k e n
planted, bank soi1 or topsoil should be used to fil1 in the spaces. The cuttings must be long enough to
penetrate into the riverbank soils below the Stone. Cuttings should be planted irregularily to create a
natural appearance when they mature. It is also important to plant no lower than the normal surnmer
water level as most woody plants cannot survive more than 6 weeks of flooding.

Rock FiU with Live Branch Layering: Rock fiU with live branch layering is a fast annd simple
stablization technique that produces a natural looking result. Its use is suited for repairing small
scale bank faihres and to protect and repair the toe of rivehank slopes. For construction, large rocks
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are deposited in layers foilowing the shoreline and extending from the toe of the bank to severai
metres above the normal summer water level. Live branches from native pioneer species, (usually
willow), are placed butt end into the ground between the rocks. Another layer of rock is added so
that when construction is complete, 50- lOOcm of the branches prornides from the rocks. The rocks
provide irnmediate shoreline protection and anchor the branches in place so that not even floods
cm pull hem out. The rough sufiace of the rocks and the protniding flexible branches, reduce the
velocity of water and allow for rapid siltation in the gaps between rocks. This contributes towards
better growth for the branches and withi a few years, they will develop into a dense stand of brush.

Nahiraiization Techniques
The following are four naturalization techniques as outlined in Hough and Barrett's People
and City Landscapes:

Managed Succession- The managed succession approach to naîuralization and reforestation is based
on the principles of naturai succession, speeded up and assisted by planting and management.
Pioneer or fast growing nurse species are planted first, although intemediate and climax species
may aiso be planted at this time or at appropriate intervals in the development of the woodland.
Nurse crops function to improve soil drainage, fix nitrogen, stimulate soil micro-organisms and
create a micro-climate sui-tablefor climax species. This technique tends to mimic the changes in
character and species composition which graduaiiy develop over tirne in a woodland forest, using a
combination of natural processes and management input.
The 'plantation approach" typicaiiy is limited to tree species only, under a system in which the
final woodland composition is essentially the same as the initial planting. This technique can be
useful in certain urban settings where visual buffering is required or in providing a nurse crop for the
subsequent pianting of climax species in a managed succession program.

Natural regeneration is the most economical approach to naturalization, but also the slowest. This
technique can be achieved by aliowing natural succession processes to occur through the discontinuation of mowing or other disturbance activities. This process takes up to 60 years as turf areas
develop into meadow, then to a thicket of small shrubs and tree saplings, to a young successional
forest of pioneer tree species, and culminating in a closed canopy forest dominated by shade tolerant
tree species. The succession may be stopped at the meadow stage by periodic mowing or burning
to control woody species.

Seeding- There are also a number of naturalization techniques which make use of commercidy
available seed mixtures in order to establish low maintenance meadow and prairie areas. Native
wildfiower, prairie grasses and legume mixtures al1 can be applied to areas in which the site is
properly prepared, free of weeds and other competing plants. Existing turf areas cm also be
"overseeded" with native seeds to speed up the natural processes of succession. (Hough and Bamett,
1987)
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